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The Covenant College kitchen
received a passing score on an unanunan
nounced Jan. 17 inspection from the
office of Environmental Health for
Dade County. The score of 86 has been
partially attributed to measures taken in
response to two previous failures on Jan.
25 and Oct.17,
Oct. 17, 2001.
“For an 86 [the Covenant College
"For
kitchen has] taken care of a lot of
things,” Dade County Environmental
things,"
Health Specialist Derran Patecell told
“We didn't
didn’t see any live
the Bagpipe. "We
coachroaches, so we didn't
didn’t write them
that.”
up on that."
A passing score is above 85.
The pest problem, described by
Patecell in an Oct. 17 inspection as
“very bad,"
bad,” has been largely controlled
"very
Covenant’s hiring of pest control
by Covenant's
company Ecolab to control the roach
problem in the kitchen, while maintainmaintain
ing it's
it’s relationship with the previous
pest control company for the rest of the
campus.
At three points in the official Jan.
17 inspection report, it is noted that
issues remain regarding the presence of
roach bodies in need of disposal. ''.All
“All
bugs need to be picked up after they
die,” wrote Patecell.
die,"
Among the violations noted in the
“[f]loors,
Jan. 17 inspection are the "[f]loors,
walls, ceiling (tiles) need a cleaning"
cleaning” and
“lots of harbouring [sic] areas
areas...under
"lots
... under

Please see
“Kitchen”on Page
Page 2
see ''Kitchen"

Covenant's
Covenants fifth president
BY
B y AARON
A a r o n MESH
M e s h aAND
n d JUSTIN
J u s t i n JOHNSON
Joh n so n

News staff
For months, Covenant's
Covenant’s presidential search commit
committee discussed whether an academician, a businessman or a
pastor would be the best fit for the school. In the end,
they found all three in Dr. Niel B. Nielson.
Nielson, a former philosophy professor, 13-year vet
veteran of the financial markets, and pastor of outreach at
College Church in Wheaton, Ill.,
111., has been selected as
Covenant College's
College’s fifth president. He will officially take
the office on July 1.
Nielson and his wife, Dr. Kathleen Buswell Nielson,
were introduced to the Board of Trustees on Dec. 4 in
Nashville, Tenn., and to the entire college the next morn
morning .in chapel, bringing to a close a nine-month nation
nationwide search for a replacement for retiring president Frank
Brock.
In his first speech to the college, Nielson struck a
note of humility and worship.
"I
“I told the board that I have never aspired to be a col
colpresident,” said Nielson, "and
“and yet I'm
I’m standing here
lege president,"
by the grace and mercy of God, and there is simply no
other explanation.
"It's
“It’s not about me. It's
It’s not about you. We are people
whom God does not need, and yet whom he calls. It is
God that it's
it’s about: God through Christ accomplishing
his purpose. And my prayer for the years that we will
you...
spend here with you
... is that God will grant us mercy to
that.”
remember that."
Nielson's
Nielson’s path to the Covenant presidency has been a
pastor’s son from Dallas, he received his
unique one. A pastor's
undergraduate degree from Wheaton College in 1976.
Master’s and a Ph.D in philosophy from
After earning a Master's
Vanderbilt University, he took a job teaching philosophy
at Bethel College as an assistant professor.
He then moved to Chicago and began a 13-year stint Niel B. Nielson has been selected to succeed Frank Brock as the
off the Covenant publications
in the financial industry, working in human resources and college president. Photo courtesy o
venture capital, among other areas. For two years the department.
Nielson’s work took him
Nielsons lived in London, and Nielson's
across the globe to places as diverse as the Far East and the
educator is wonderfully appropriate for the leader of an institution
former Soviet Union.
Christ's lordship over every sphere of life,"
that celebrates Christ’s
life,” said the
When he returned to America to live in Wheaton, 111.,
Ill., he Rev. George Robertson, board member and vice-chairman of the
became a member of College Church, a PCA church not far from search committee. "I
“I anticipate that Niel and Kathleen will bring
Wheaton College. In 1997, he was called to join the pastoral staff the warmth of grace to the campus by their passion for the gospel
at that church. He currently is the pastor of outreach at College ministry, excellence in scholarship, and practical wisdom.
Church.
"Most
“Most important, Dr. Nielson has a contagious love for Jesus
Members of the search committee praised Nielson’s
Nielson's diverse Christ and desires to raise up generations of students who will
resume as a crucial factor in his selection.
“His background as a pastor, philosopher, businessman, and
"His

Please see "Nielson"
“Nielson” on Page 6
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Correction
Sinc.e
reci,eved a great deal of
Since our Nov. 30 is.sue,
issue, the Bagpipe has recieved
reaction to the story ''ARA
“ARA flunks inspection."
inspection.” The story overall
remains a valid portrayal of conditions earlier this school year in the
Great Hall kitchen, but there were errors in the article, as detailed in a
Dec. 12 leaB.et
leaflet ("A
(“A Word of Clarification from
from the Bagpipe")
Bagpipe”) is.sued
issued to
members of the Covenant community.
The first error was a result of a misunderstanding of the phrase
"a
“a passing score is an 85 or above without receiving a Categ0ry
Category I viovio
lation."
lation.” This phrase, written by the Georgia Health Departtnent,
Department, was
misunderstood to indicate that the Great Hall kitchen received a
Category I violation on an Oct.
Oct 17 inspection when Category I violaviola
tions were actually rec.eived
received not on Oct.17,
Oct. 17, but on Nov. 9 and Nov.
30.
The
phrase "imminent
Thephrase
“imminent health hazard to the consumer''
consumer” is the def-.
def
inition of a Category I violation according to the Georgia Health
Departtnent,
Department, but was not used by Dade County Environmental
Health specialist Darren Patecell in reference
referenc.e to the Great Hall kitchen.
The Category I violations rec.eived
received by Patee.ell
Patecell were not in relation to
the kitchen as a whole, as inac.curately
inaccurately reported in the Nov. 30 article,
"deli line"
but were ass~ed
assigned to the “deli
line” alone.
Secondly,
Second!)7, "Covenant
“Covenant College kitchen flunks inspection''
inspection” would
have been a more accurate title to the Nov. 30 article, as many of the
violations given by Patecell
Patee.ell were the responsibility of Covenant
College, not ARAMARK, Covenant's
Covenants contracted food service. This
error was a result of miscommunication between director ofAuxilary
Servic.es
Services Herb Politano and Bagpipe personnel. The pest problem and
the improperly functioning
functioning Hobart dish washing machine noted in
the . inspection are not the responsibility of ARMARK, but of
Covenant College. The Blink conditions described in the Nov. 30 artiarti
cle "were
“were the result of college-installed, non-movable equipment"
equipment”
according to Politano.
.
As reported in the Nov. 30 article, The Great Hall kitchen was
found to be in violation of Georgia health code, which prohibits food
from
from being stored on the floor. This is partially due to ARAMARK's
ARAMARKs
compliance with the Emergency Management Committee's
Committees mandate
that a three day supply of food
food be on hand at all times. Covenant
College shares partial responsibility with ARAMARK for this defidefi
ciency, as the Great Hall kitchen has very limited storage space availavail
able to meet such requirements.
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Hundreds of
o f corpses
found at crematory
EPA investigarors
investigators found a skull and alerted authorauthor

BY
B y MICHAEL
M i c h a e l PEARSON
P e a rso n

Atlanta Journal-Constitution
They were mothers and fathers, family and friends.
People like Norma Hutton, who died among relatives
New Year's
Year’s Eve, and Joseph Patrick Wilson Jr., whose
death went unnoticed by his kin until a brother read the
obituary three months ago.
All of them, over three hundred, were supposed to
have been cremated at the Tri-State Crematory in

The lake
for more

behind
bodies,

the Tri-State Crematory may
AJC photo.
authorities say. AJCphoto.
Noble,
GA,
about 24 miles
of
southeast
Covenant
Covenant
College.
Instead,
their
bodies
were discovdiscov
ered strewn in
the woods and
stacked in stor
storage buildings
on the grounds
in a residential
neighborhood.
Some
Some
had been there
just days, still
dressed in their
funeral clothes.
Others were so
old they had
mum
become mum-

Kitchen”from Page 1
Kitchen"from
dock...needs
steps, under garbage area, under [the loading] dock.
.. needs a
washed,” deficiencies Herb
cleaning, picked-up, and pressure washed,"
“discouraging.” According to Politano, director
Politano calls "discouraging."
“been pressure
of auxilary services, the loading dock has "been
washed about '6
‘6 -- 88 times'
times’ since [late November].”
November]." Added
“the whole area under the dock has been cleaned
• Politano, "the
[unclean
about four or five times, but [Patecell] still notices [uncleanThat’s discouraging
discouraging...that
[ARAMARK’s] efforts were
liness]. That's
... that [ARAMARK's]
noticeable.”
not immediately noticeable."
“[f]loors,
In regard to the unsanitary conditions of the "[f]loors,
(tiles)” Politano says "all
“all of that has been
walls, ceiling (tiles)"
can’t even notice that,
[cleaned] at least twice. If [Patecell] can't
then you’re
replace” the tiles.
you're almost at the point of having to replace"
Added Politano, "I...know
“I...know that Mr. Patecell's
Patecell’s intent is to concon
tinually help us do our job better.”
better."
On Nov. 9 and Nov. 30 follow-up inspections, Category
I violations were given to the Great Hall kitchen for serving
meat in the deli line that is above Health Department reguregu
ARA
lation temperature. The situation was remedied by ARAMARK and was not found to be insufficient on the Jan. 17
inspection.
dish
As reported earlier in the Bagpipe, the Hobart dishwashing machine was found to be operating with insufficient
heat in an Oct. 17 inspection. According to the official food
prob
service inspection report obtained by the Bagpipe, this problem was fixed in the presence of Patecell at the time of the
Jan. 17 inspection. However, Politano claims that "the
“the heat
problem...[was]
Patecell’s presence on
problem
... [was] corrected in Mr. Patecell's
Oct. 17, again on 23rd."
23rd.”
Oct.17,
facil
Politano expressed frustration with the inadequate facilrefer
ities available to feed the Covenant student body. In refer“I
ence to Health Department points system, Politano said, "I
don’t think we'll
we’ll ever see the high nineties again''
again” while in the
don't
current kitchen.

February 26, 2002

mies.
The discovery of the indignities to the dead
brought renewed grief to some families, a criminal
charge against the crematorium operator and a recovery
operation so large it required an emergency declaration
from the governor
governor....
Walker County authorities charged Brent Marsh,
28, with five counts of theft by deception on Feb. 16,
one day after he escorted officers on a tour of the 16acre site.
The officers were following up on an anonymous
tip that went to the U.S. Environmental Protect Agency
office in Atlanta about noon Feb. 15.
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ities.
By Feb. 16, about 100 law officers were working on
the case, which authorities said could yield bodies datdat
ing back as far as two decades.
The explanation Marsh gave authorities? That the
crematorium was broken, Sheriff Steve Wilson said.
That rang hollow to Marshall Wilson of
Chattanooga, whose brother Joseph Patrick Wilson Jr.
was presumed among the corpses. 'Td just like to get ahold of
“I’d
that guy,"
guy,” he said.
Dr. Kris Sperry, chief medmed
ical examiner for the Georgia
Bureau of Investigation, said it
appears family members who
received what they thought were
ashes may have been
~en -given
given wood
chips mixed with dirt and other
material.
· · ·
material.
That left
left ' Lisa Cash of
Chattanooga ~th
with a problem -—
um on her
what to do with the urn
living room end table, the one
she thought contained her
mother, Norma Hutton.
''I've
“I’ve got someone in an
don’t know
be drained to look urn, or something. I don't
what,"
what,” she said.
-_. The.
The fir~t
first,. body identified
was that of Luther Mason. His d~ugh'rer-in~aw;
daughter-in-law, <> Neva
Mason, said, "I
“I don't
don’t know which is worse, him dying
or this."
this.”
left veteran lawmen nearly
The scope of the case lefJ:
speechless.
“I’ll tell you very pointedly, we've
we’ve never seen anyany
'Tll
GBI’s history,"
history,” said Vernon
thing like this before, not in GBI's
agency’s assistant director.
Keenan, the agency's
Walker County Coroner Dewayne Wilson said,
you’ve ever seen? Imagine that ·
"The worst horror movie you've
I’m dealing with."
with.” He said
10 times worse. That is what I'm
all the bodies.
it could take several weeks to recover all_
Authorities initially said they believed the bodies
dated back no farther than 1996, when Marsh took over
northwest Georgia and
the business, which served northwest.
southeast Alabama and Tennessee, from his ailing
father, Ray Marsh.
But the discovery of mummified remains and longrotted coffins extended the timeline. Sperry said some
of the coffins could have been there for 20 years.
Steve Wilson said it did not appear anyone else was
involved in dumping the bodies, but authorities could
not yet explain why bodies appeared to predate the
younger Marsh's
Marsh’s assumption of the family business.
The Rev. William Howard Stamper, pastor of New
Home Missionary Baptist Church in Noble, said he
“All he asked
talked to Brent Marsh Saturday morning. ''.All
prayer, ’ Stamper said. "He
“He was very low down."
down.”
for was prayer,"
Marsh is the church treasurer and attends Bible
“He is a faithful member."
member.”
class, Stamper said. "He
Marshs neighbor, the Rev. Charles Cornwell of
Marsh's
“We’ve been friends
Center Point Baptist Church, said, "We've
citizen.”
about 12 years. He was an upstanding citizen."
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Food service re-bidding process begins
$2

$2 to 3 million kitchen expansion slated for 2003
B
y JJUSTIN
u s t i n JJOHNSON
oh n son
BY

News staff writer

Problems noted in recent inspections of
o f the college's
college’s food service area will
not be completely solved until the kitchen area undergoes · a significant
expansion.Photo
expansion. b yby David Klinger.

Covenant College is beginning its food
service supplier re-bidding process amidst
continuing difficulties with the current
kitchen situation. A significant aspect of the
new food service contract will be a two
rwo to
three million-dollar investment by the con
contracting company to renovate and add to the
existing kitchen facilities. The discrepancies
inspec
noted in recent Health Department inspections are largely due to difficulties with the
facilities, and solutions to those problems
will not be entirely sufficient until the
kitchen is remodeled and expanded.
According to Herb Politano, director of
Auxiliary Services, all four of the major areas
that the kitchen struggled in during the last
few inspections are either entirely
Covenants
Covenant’s responsibility or a shared respon
responsibility between
berween Covenant and ARAMARK.
In many of these areas, the only long-term
solution involves remodeling .and
and adding to
the kitchen.
In the meantime, the College had set
Feb. 8 as the deadline by which they hope to
have all of their areas of responsibility in the
kitchen up to par. Politano thought that
they would meet that deadline for the most
part, but there are a few issues that may
require more time.
·

Particular long-term difficulties include
food storage capacity, space for food prepa
preparation, and the cleanliness of the loading
dock. All of these are issues that Covenant
has been addressing, but cannot be com
completely remedied until an addition to the
kitchen is built.
The re-bidding process, which will
result in a new contract beginning in May
2003, is just beginning. The first phase is
what Politano calls the "Student
“Student Research
Phase," which will involve numerous stuPhase,”
stu
dent surveys as the Food Service Committee
and Politano try to figure out what the stustu
dent body wants and where food trends are
going. ARAMARK and a number of other
food service companies are expected to place
bids and be involved in the process.
Assuming the process goes according to
schedule, Politano hopes that construction
on the kitchen addition will occur in the
2003-2004 fiscal year and be ready for use
by the fall of 2004. While he could only
speculate, Politano does expect some signifsignif
icant changes to come with the renovation.
"My
“My assumption is that most of what is the
kitchen now will become the serving area,"
area,”
says Politano. "What
“What is currently the loading
dock, that area will also be renovated and
that will become the new entrance to the
area."
food service area.”

Is-m.y
Is my chicken

salad safe?
What the ARAMARK inspection flap
means to you
Is (Nov. 9 and 30). It is
Category I's
important to realize that some of these
deficiencies are for small things that
issues raised in the pages most Covenant students would considIn response to .issues
consid
ques er petty, such as ice cream nozzles in
of the Bagpipe, there have been some questions from Covenant College students need of cleaning, noted by Patecell in a
san Jan. 17 inspection.
regarding what they should think about sanitary conditions in the
mean
The Blink, meanGreat
Hall
kitchen.
pass
while, recived a passCategory I violations,
ing score of 93 on a
NEWS
ANALYSIS
N
ews A
n alysis
unannounced
failed
Nov. 9 inspection,
inspections -— what does it
but received three
all mean?
new Category II infractions, primarily
The food in the Great Hall kitchen is for minor deficiencies, such as not propro
safe to eat. Derran Patecell, a certified viding a "Chef's
“Chef’s thermometer or dial Covenant freshman Joe Moon enjoys a plate o
off eggs in the Great Hall. Photo by
health inspector working for Dade County thermometer,"
thermometer,” and for using a gallon David Klinger.
has said that if he did not feel this was so, he milk container to make milkshakes,
kitchen’s license to serve instead of the half-gallon size.
would revoke the kitchen's
23), has been brought up to Health Department mon for some restaurants and dining estab
estabfood. Grave sounding language, such as
This is not to say that there have not
lishments
food
inspections,
as
there
to
fail
regulations.
.
"imminent
“imminent health hazard to the consumer"
consumer” been "serious
“serious problems,"
problems,” in the words of
The roach problem (described by were at least 16 failures in Dade County in
is often used by the Georgia Department of Herb Politano, director of auxilary services.
“very bad”
bad" on Oct. 17) has now 2000 and 2001. You’ve
You've probably eaten at
Health in food inspections, but wasn't
wasn’t used The source of the Category I violations, Patecell as "very
by Patecell personally in reference to the unacceptably high meat temperatures in the been largely corrected through the efforts of restaurants that have failed Health
the college by contracting a new pest control Department inspections and not even real
realGreat Hall kitchen.
deli line have been corrected by
Dy ARAMARK
ized it. Yes, you can become ill from unsan
unsanThe Great Hall has recently gotten a - the meat is now served on ice. The Hobart dish company specifically for the kitchen area.
So the next time you eat at the Great itary kitchens that have failed inspections,
handful of Category III violations (Oct. 23, washing machine, which was noted by inspector
don’t sweat it, because as illustrated but it’s
tne Great
Hall, don't
it's not likely to happen in the
Nov. 9, 30) and a Category II (Oct. 23) but Patecell as not maintaining a final rinse temperatempera above, many of the problems
have been Hall. Bon appetit.
it has only gotten two of the more serious ture of 180 degrees fuhreriheit
fahrenheit (Oct.17
(Oct. 17 and Oct.
Oct solved. Bear in mind that it is
uncom
not uncomB y NAT
N a t OSBORN
O sb o rn
BY

News staff writer
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MLKDay
MLK Day
ignored by school
B y JUSTIN
J u s t i n JOHNSON
Jo h n so n
BY

News staff writer
Martin Luther King, Jr. Day went virtually
unnoticed
this
year
Covenant.
at
Interdisciplinary Studies professor Oliver
Trimiew cancelled his classes on MLK Day,
protesting the continuing lack of recognition
from the college toward the civil rights leader.
In his Campus Bulletin Board post
announcing the cancellations, Trimiew said he
was doing so "in
“in light of the complete absence of
any recognition of MLK Day at Covenant
College."
College.” In a later interview with the Bagpipe,
Trimiew explained, "I
“I was not so much concon
cerned that we had class on [MLK Day]
... There
Day]...There
just was nothing - nothing prepared even
though we've
we’ve ?1ked
talked about this over and over,
year.”
year after year.
Dr. Jeff Hall, dean of faculty, confirmed
that classes were held in keeping with
Covenant's
Covenant’s policy of not observing national holhol
idays in the academic calendar. He added that
even the Masters of Education program has class
on the Fourth of July in its summer term.
Trimiew, however, made it clear that he was
not so much concerned with classes being held
as with the campus-wide dismissal of the holiholi
day's significance. "We're
day’s
“We’re a Christian instituinstitu
tion, we're
we’re a Georgian institution,"
institution,” said

"Everybody
“Everybody gets a cow"
cow”
.

:
~ -'

Trimiew. "King
“King was a Georgian and at least
claimed to be a Christian and,
ana, I think, was in
some ways. He was within the Christian tradition."
tion. n
Professor Trimiew also emphasized that the
celebration of MLK Day is very relevant in our
current culture. "It's
it's
“It’s not just about King, it’s
about the legacy of people who learned to look
in the face of evil and not fight back in a violent
way, who though they were physically attacked,
chose the way oflove.
of love. How could we just ignore
that?"
that?”
The root of the problem, according to
Trimiew, is revealed in Covenant's
fundCovenant’s lack of fund
ing towards multi-cultural programs. He thinks
that the school needs someone who is specifical
specifically in charge of promoting appreciation of these
types of things, a sort of multi-cultural dean.
Trimiew believes that creating a position like
that would significantly help Covenant, but is
not sure that the school is willing to put money
into such an endeavor.
Trimiew is optimistic about the continuing
development in this area, particularly with the
new president coming this fall. 'Tm
“I’m not inter
interested in whining and complaining. I'm
I’m interest
interested in doing,"
spedoing,” said Trimiew. He has made spe
cific proposals about what he thinks Covenant
should do to imf
rove in this area and he is hopeimprove
hope
ful that they wil
will be met with positive responses.

: .*•'

...

Chik-Fil-A founder and CEO Truett Cathy (right) joins
JOms
Covenant president Frank Brock in tossing plush bovines int~
into
the chapel crowd in mid-January. Cathy spoke to Covenant
students about the importance ooff choosing the right "master,
“master,
mission." Photo courtesy ooff Covenant public relations.
mate and mission.”

Less visible senate still plugging away at doCtirfien{:
document
B y REBEKAH
R e b e k a h BRIGHTBILL
B r ig h tb ill
BY

News staff writer

sponsered clubs. Swinburnson said that close to $10,000 in club
funds were not spent last semester..
semester.. Some of the clubs had account
accounting problems and were unable to account for the funds they spent.
Additionally, the Senate was concerned with the long-term use of
use of purchased items after their initial usage. ''A
“A lot of big stuff was
purchased by some clubs. Where do [the items] go the next year?”
year?"
said Swinburnson. "We've
“We’ve cracked down this semester to see how
[the money] is being spent. _[Purchases] are either gone, or not
for.... That was a big factor [in allocating funds] this year.”
accounted for
year."
Other than the Reasonable Expectations Document,
Swinburnson says, “that’s
"that's it until March.”
March." And the Senate will be
“This is our big
occupied with working on the document until then. "This
project for the year, this is ours.”
ours."

The Student Senate has not been very visible this year, bt1;t
but sensen
ate president Benji Swinburnson says that this does not mean the
Senate has been lying dormant.
"No,
“No, we haven't
haven’t been that visible, and I regret that,"
that,”
“We’ve been meeting, yes, but we
Swinburnson said this month. "We've
haven’t gotten a lot done."
done.”
haven't
Swinburnson cited several reasons for this lack of visible
senate’s main project, the develdevel
progress. The main one is that the senate's
opment of the Reasonable Expectations Document (previously
referred to as the Faculty Expectations Document), is an lengthy and
involved process. "This
“This is a year-long thing,"
thing,” he explained.
“The final draft will be done at the end of February and it
"The
will be presented to the Academic Standards Committee in
March.”
March."
The Reasonable Expectations Document is a project
“has both faculty and students involved,"
involved,” according to
that "has
document,'’-'the
the responsibilities of the
Swinburnson. In the document,
responsi
professors to their students will be listed, and the responsistudents to their professors will also be outlines;!.
outlinedbilities of studehts
Currently the Senate is preparing to get feedback from the ~
“I’m going to send out a letter asking about the
professors. 'Tm
department,”
top three things expected by each department,"
Swinburnson said. The responses will then be incorporated
into the document.
Swinburnson said that his role as a member of the
Presidential Search Committee also contributed to the
“The search committee
muted presence of this year’s
year's senate. "The
took a lot of time too, and that was just me - I was so busy
wasn’t able to organize much.”
I wasn't
much."
The senate recently completed four hours of meetings
by David Klinger.
during which they evaluated funding requests from senate- The
The Student Senate at work. Photo b_y
Page 4
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COMMKD BY JUSTIN JOH: SON

out in M ay entitled “An
Educated Choice: Advice for Parents
of College-Bound Students.” The
book, which is being published by
Baker Book House, should be avail-,
able in early May. According to the
publisher’s synopsis, the book will
help “parents of high school students
negotiate the maze of .[college] choices
with sound advice and practical infor
mation.”
Tad Mindeman has bWn hired as xhe
new librarian, to replace Gary,
Huisman when he retires. Mindetnan
started working on January 1 and will’'
be working with Huisjman until his
retirement.
5
Dean of faculty Dt. Jeff'H all has
warned diat it is likely that not all six
of the faculty positions being adver
tised will be filled for next year due to
budget constraints. W hile nothing is
yet certain, he thought it probable
that the Political' Studies position
would be the orte unfilled.
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The dange
dangers
tfemonizm
rs of demo
Why "The
“The Crucible"
Crucible” still matters
B
y T
om O
k ie
OKIE
TOM
BY

Features editor

These last two weekends, the drama department offered
a great treat for the Covenant College community as it put
Crucible." This is an
on Arthur M
illers 1953
1953 play "The
“The Crucible.”
Miller's
considintense, engaging drama and offers some important consid
erations for our time. (A
(A review ooff the college’
ance
performance
college'ss perform
w ill be featu
red in the Bagpipe’
Bagpipe'ss next issue. -Ed.)
featured
will
Ostensibly the story of the 1692 Salem, Massachusetts
witch trials, "The
“The Crucible”
Crucible" first opened in the midst of the
Committee's (HUAC)
House Un-American Activities Committee’s
attempts to root out Communist subversion in the U.S.
conThe play was suggestive enough of the contemporary con
ideo"the ideo
text that drama critic Walter Kerr said it lived in “the
logical heat of polemic.”
poiemic." Another critic charged that Miller
had nothing at all to say about the Salem trials but was only
interested in answering anti-Communist paranoia. The
Crucible is history twice over: a narrative of Salem's
Salem’s witchwitch
hunt, and a perspective on America’s
America's Red Scare in the early
fifties.
America's
It is true that Miller was concerned about America’s
anti-Communist craze. In his commentary to the play, he
“one can only pity them all [the residents of
writes that "one
day,” and references to
Salem], just as we shall be pitied one day,"
peppered throughout the commentary.
the Cold War are ·peppered
He was questioned .by HUAC
hizjiself, and saw his own
Hl!AC himself,
friends in the entertainment industry turned against him.
His interest in the contemporary situation undoubtedly
affected his interpretation and portrayal of the events in
Salem.
It is also true that Miller tampered with the facts. The
most obvious example may be Abigail Williams, who was
only eleven years old in 1692. Miller makes her a beautiful
teenager who has an affair with John Proctor, which gives
Proctor’s wife with witchcraft -— an
· her reason to charge Proctor's
invention that makes a good story, but does not do justice to

witchhunt is such a striking
complexi
the historical complexiepisode that few, even among
ties.
historians, have explored
Further, Miller does
how it fit into the stream of
not seem to give much
hisSalem and New England his
credence to the spiritual
tory. For Miller, however,
realm, the existence of
helpthe Salem trials offered help
either true religion or real
univerful insight into more univer
demons. The strange
sal themes. Let us examine a
"The
events at Salem in “The
few of these.
Crucible” are the result of
Crucible"
The
balance
1)
jealous grudges (as in the
between order and freedom.
case of Abigail Williams)
For Miller, it was clear that
or mere group hysteria
New England was growing
ary Warren and
Mary
(for M
out of the Puritan organiza
organizaothers). Miller does not
tional structure. The balance
deny that the people actu
actuindividwas shifting toward individ
ally believed in the power
ual freedom, and residents
of witchcraft or spiritual
panicked at the first hint of a
warfare, but seems to
serious change. The witch
explain the course of
trials were the (partially
events in human terms.
unconscious) attempts of
This interpretation is not
Salem’s
Salem's conservative forces to
unusual, but it must be
retain control.
Thus
remembered that it is an
Reverend Parris and Thomas
interpretation, not a veri
veritrials'
Putnam, Jr., two of the trials’
historical
fact.
fied
strongest supporters, seemed
Supernatural explanations
Kelly Clarkson and Haddon McKinney
to be reacting out of a sense of
are indeed conceivable.
starred in Covenant’
Covenant' recent production ooff insecuriry:
insecurity: Parris’
Parris' position as
However, Miller himself
“The
Crucible." Photo from the Chattanoogan. minister was in peril, and
"The Crucible.”
offers as a proviso that the
Putnam’s
Putnam's traditional social
play "is
“is not history in the
newcomhistorian." prominence was being challenged by the wealth of newcom
sense in which the word is used by the academic historian.”
Director of the Covenant production Camille Hallstrom ers such as the Proctors and the Nurses.
There is some support for this kind of social interpretahistobelieves that Miller never intended “The
Crucible" as histo
"The Crucible”
ry, but as a parable for 1950s America. Anyhow, the form of
a drama prevents it from being so. The unrolling character
Please see "Crucible"
“Crucible” on Page 15
of history is hard to convey in four acts, and the Salem

V8 water
water and
and Bucures
Bucurestiti buses
buses
V8

A letter from Daniel Cohee (00')
(OO’) servserv
ing with Mission to the World in Romania:

ing as I review the day’s
day's events in my mind.
M
it’s more than
Myy flat is small, but it's
enough. In the middle of the room there are
A
A Typical Morning in
a bunch of clothes drying on
Bucuresti
the clothesline, and the wall is
adorned
with letters of encour
encourIt’s
It's 11 p.m. in Alabama,
agement.
I
the
alarm
off
turn
which means that my alarm is
and
into
the
bathroom
to
walk
going off in Romania. It’s
It's 7
take a shower.
I've been awake
a.m. here, but I’ve
A couple days ago the
for an hour, listening to the
water
looked so much like V8
street dogs outside my window
juice
that
I took a picture of it.
fight and bark relentlessly at
So I have water that’s
that's both hot
who knows what.
and
clean
about
1/3 of the
For the last two weeks
time,
once in a
every
and
there has been this one dog in
Cohee
while
it’s
cold
and
dirty,
which
it's
particular with the most
obnoxious and raspy voice I've
I’ve ever heard. means no shower for Daniel that day. Taking
Feeling the call to exercise dominion, I have a shower is a tricky ordeal anyway, since
named him “Rod
Stewart." I listen to Rod there is a hand-held showerhead and no
"Rod Stewart.”
I’m getting pretty good
morn- shower curtain, but I'm
harmonize with my alarm clock every morn
Page 5

at not spraying the entire bathroom.
After I get dressed I step out onto the
balcony. The balcony overlooks a parking
lot, a fairly poor section of town, a cement
factory, and the Romanian Headquarters for
the Jehovah’s
Jehovah's Witnesses. From my balcony I
pray for the people of Bucuresti, and then I
walk across the intersection to meet the
other missionaries and head to Zion
Presbyterian Church. At Zion we have
devotions with the seminary students before
we leave to go to our various ministries.
The Church is about 15 min. away, and
getting there requires catching trams and
buses through the labyrinth of downtown
Bucuresti. This is more difficult than it
sounds, as traffic laws are not observed, so
cats drive at break-neck speeds up
seeing cars
and down the sidewalks, down the tram
tracks, and the wrong way on a one-way

street is quite common.
So after dodging cars and leaping across
gaping holes in the sidewalk that descend
into some inky abyss, I finally arrive at the
next stop and psyche myself up for boarding
the bus. This ordeal normally involves some
haggard old woman stiff-arming me against
the glass as if life were an endless game of
hockey.
After gracelessly clawing my way inside,
I try in vain to regain composure and avoid
the disapproving gaze from the beady eyes of
the locals. The bus pulls up to the church
and I roll out, muster the energy I have left,
and drag my weary mind and body up to the
It’s 8:30 - just in
door like a defeated warrior. It's
time for morning devotions and then the
adventure begins. Just another typical day in

Please see “Cohee”
15
"Cohee" on Page 15
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"May
be ours"
“May Paul's
Pauls testimony
testimony be
ours”

Niel B. Nielson talks about his past, Covenant's
Covenant’s future, and his where his priorities lie
By Becca Holmes
Features staff writer

involved at Wheaton with the board, how
college president before, I have much to inition or distinction;
* an awareness of the interconnectedinterconnected do you see her fitting into Covenant?
I’m grateful for the gracious and
learn, and I'm
KN: Greetings to you! This is Kathleen
I’ve already received from so ness of the academic disciplines with one
generous help I've
other and of the academy with life;
Nielson writing, as Niel passed this question
As Niel Neilson and his family prepare.
prepare many.
* an appreciation for truth as rooted in on to me. Many people have asked in recent
to pack their bags for the journey to
My years in business taught me several
weeks just how I see myself fitting into this
Lookout Mountain, the new president tciok
took important lessons:
and belonging to God; and
dev_otion to the Scriptures as the new role, and my answer has been: “I’m
'Tm
* a devotion
some time to respond to a few e-mailed
* true success is always a team effort;
praying for God to make that clear!”
dear!"
questions. Here are some of Neilson's
Neilson’s
communica trustworthy foundation for all truth.
* effective and continual communicaSurely this first year will be full of mak
makKathleen and I look forward with great
thoughts about his background, the future tion is the lifeblood of an organization;
of the college, and the excitement of moving
* decisions should ultimately be made enthusiasm to the prospect of engaging with ing new acquaintances, settling in, and
community,
south, as well as some words from Kathleen by those with the best understanding of the the vibrant learning community at learning all we can about this community
pµshing hard in exploring the which has made us feel so welcome already!
Covenant and pushing
issue, regardless of position or title;
Nielson.
The Bagpipe: What are some of your
* responsibility without resources won't
won’t preeminence of Jesus Christ in all things.
Please see
"Niel" on Page
see"Niel”
BP: Since your wife was highly
stu work;
concerns in dealing with the faculty, students, and the board?
* genuine accountability at
Niel Nielson: One of the distinctives of every level is essential;
Covenant is the sense of community and
* mistakes, even failures,
college’s various concon are the raw material of
partnership among the college's
stituencies, both internal and external. This progress;
was a great encouragement to us as we
* how we get to an end
moved through the candidating process, and result is at least as important as
we look forward to continuing to build that getting there; and
partnership - with faculty, staff, students and
* at the heart of discipletheir families, the Board, alumni, and other ship is living ·a Christian witwit
key groups. Obviously the roles of these ness, consistently and rigorousrigorous
groups are different, with different sets of ly, in every endeavor and activactiv
responsibilities and accountabilities, but the ity of life.
Those may sound like
core mission of Covenant serves us well in
integrating those differences into a united diches,
cliches, but diches
cliches are diches
cliches
effort. The challenges are to communicate for a reason: they are true, and
dearly
clearly and continually, in all directions; to we forget them to our own
enable and resource the right people so that detriment.
they can make right decisions; to remind
My philosophical training
everyone of the cruci_
al role they play in the aroused in me:
crucial
college enterprise; to pray regularly and
* a love for rigorous study
earnestly; and relentlessly and winsomely to and careful reflection;
* an appreciation for the
articulate our mission so that we never lose
thoughts and opinions of othoth
sight of why Covenant College exists.
philos ers (dead or alive!);
BP: How will your business and philosclear thinkthink
ophy backgrounds add to your presidency?
* a passion for dear
o f Ghetto residence hall present Niel -Nielson
Nielson with a ceremonial brick.
The denizens of
NN: The best answer I can give right ing and writing;
·
def Photo by Emily Clutcher.
* a delight in a precise def“We’ll see!"
see!” Having never been a
now is - "We'll

"Nielson"
from Page 1
“Nielson”from
share and propagate the same. I praise the Lord for blessing
us with such a wealthy combination of skills yielded to
Christ for the expansion of his kingdom through the minmin
College.”
istry of Covenant College."
faculty representatives to
Dr. Nick Barker, one of two faculty
the search committee, agreed. "The
“The fact that [Nielson)
[Nielson] has a
Ph.D. from Vanderbilt in Modern Philosophy is certainly
not unimpressive,"
unimpressive,” Barker said ''And
“And his rather diverse backback
ground as a kind of business entrepreneur. He has done so
many things
things...
[is] also an associate pastor where he
... but then [is)
has done a good bit of preaching. The job of president of a
college like this is a difficult one and certainly all of these
ways.”
kinds of background would be helpful in various ways."
Niel isn't
isn’t the only Nielson with an impressive backback
ground. Kathleen Buswell Nielson is a trustee of Wheaton
Master’s degree and a Ph.Din
Ph.D in literature
College, and has a Master's
women’s ministries at
from Vanderbilt. She is involved in women's
College Church writing curricula for and teaching in a
weekly Bible study attended by 250 women. She also speaks
women’s conferences and retreats around the country.
at women's
The Nielsons have three children, all boys: Jon, 18;
Dan, 15; and David, 13. The two younger boys will move
with their parents to Lookout Mountain this summer.
Nielsons’ connections to Covenant run deep.
The Nielsons'

Kathleen Nielson is the daughter of Dr. John Buswell and
profesgranddaughter of Dr. J. Oliver Buswell, both former profes
sors at Covenant Seminary. Kathleen’s
Kathleen's sister, Elizabeth
(Buswell) Stortz, is a Covenant College alumna and wife of
board of trustee member Rev. Rodney Stortz. (Rev. Stortz,
however, did not know Nielson was a candidate for the pres
presidential position until he was introduced to the board on
Dec. 4.)
Nielson’s selection brings to a close
Nielson's
dose the process of find
finding a successor to Brock, who during last March announced
his impending retirement. A 13-member presidential search
committee was formed, chaired by trustee Bob Avis, and
including trustees Robertson, Jack Armstrong, Joel Belz,
Render Caines, Bob den Dulk, Jim Jolly and Rob Rayburn.
The eight trustees were joined by board advisor Carol
Arnold, as well as faculty representatives Barker and Dr. Jack
Fennema. Student body president Benji Swinburnson and
staff representative Bill Higgins rounded out the committee,
candiwhich met throughout the fall to narrow the list of candi
dates.
·
The committee, assisted by Bruce Dingman of the con
conW. Dingman and Associates, looked at
sulting firm Robert W
150 different candidates, narrowing the field to four finalists
at the end of October.
“We really left it open as to the type of background the
"We
have,” Avis explained during the introduction
person might have,"
of Nielson.

Page 6
Pige

In late November, the committee met with the four
candidates and their
~eir spouses over a period of two days, then
spent about six hours deliberating over the final selection.
Barker said meeting the candidates’
candidates' spouses was partic
particularly helpful. "I
“I believe it was Mrs. Arnold,
Arriold, the Women in
the Church representative on the committee, who suggested
that when the committee interviewed these people [the final
four] personally that we should have their spouses with
four)
them. And I think that was very good, you could tell somesome
thing about each of the candidates by the way in which each '
one responded to their spouses and that provided some valu
valuable insight."
insight.”
Nielson, chosen by the committee, was presented to the
board as a whole on Dec. 4, and the trustees unanimously
unani:Tnously
approved the selection.
Now comes the transition process, as Nielson will spend
much of this spring getting acquainted with the inner work
workings of the college. The Nielsons seem eager for the chal
challenge.
“We are thrilled to be here,”
here," he said on Dec. 5. “And
''And we
"We
are looking forward to getting to know you better - students
and staff and faculty and administrators and all of you. We’re
We're there's been a faithful com
comgrateful for all these years that there’s
we're delighted to become a part of it.”
it."
munity here, and we’re
Information from the Covenant Publications depart
de_partment was used in this report.
·
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“Niel”from
"Niel"
from Page
P~ge 6
I look forward to helping in any way I can
not only my husband and children but also
the whole ongoing work of Covenant
College. That will surely include a lot of
hospitality, which we will thoroughly enjoy.
It may well include other sorts of involveinvolve
ments as well; I've
I’ve been involved over the
years in teaching and writing in college and
church contexts, and I know the Lord will
show me how and when I can best use those
gifts.
You asked about my involvement at
Wheaton College: I do expect to continue
as a Wheaton Trustee, feeling no conflict of
interest, as schools like Wheaton and
Covenant are fundamentally about the same
mission: raising up young people to serve
Christ with wholehearted excellence.
Covenant College does have distinctives, especially theological and denominadenomina
tional ones, which make it a very different
place from Wheaton; these distinctives are
ones with which I was raised and which I
have come to love. I remember running
around Covenant's
Covenant’s campus as a little girl, in
St. Louis, before the College separated from
the Seminary. And now I visit, and meet
cousins, nieces, and friends at every turn! I
so anticipate becoming a part of Covenant's
Covenant’s
larger family, and pray that Niel and I both
will serve there with faithfully and joyfully
for many years.
BP: Do you think moving South will
be a culture shock?
NN: We hope not! We have lived and
worked and ministered in several parts of
the U.S., as well as overseas, and we have
found that the similarities vastly
vasdy outnumber
the differences.
Our lives have been
enriched beyond our dreams by the relarela
tionships God has given us all around the
world - in Dallas, St. Louis, St. Paul,
Nashville, Greenville, Tampa, Los Angeles,
Chicago, and New York, as well as in
Moscow, Prague, Nairobi, Kampala,
London, Wales, Madras, and Tokyo. We
embrace with delight the wonderful tangle
of relationships into which God will bring
us in Chattanooga.
BP: If you had one thing to say to the
students at Covenant what would it be?
NN: "Indeed
“Indeed I count everything as loss
because of the surpassing worth of knowing
Christ Jesus my Lord. For his sake I have
suffered the loss of all things and count
them as rubbish, in order that I may gain
Christ and be found in him, not having a
righteousness of my own that comes from
the law, but that which comes through faith
in Christ, the righteousness from God that
depends on faith - that I may know him and
the power of his resurrection, and may share
his sufferings, becoming like him in his
death, that by any means possible I may
attain the resurrection from the dead. Not
that I have already obtained this or am
already perfect, but I press on to make it my
own, because Christ Jesus has made me his
own. Brothers, I do not consider that I have
for
made it my own. But one thing I do: forgetting what lies behind and straining forfor
ward to what lies ahead, I press on toward
the goal for the prize of the upward call of
God in Christ Jesus."
Jesus.” (Philippians 3:8-14)
In the years ahead, may the apostle
Paul's testimony and commitment be ours
Paul’s
as well, as we work together at Covenant for
the glory of Christ.

Findin
Findingg Frank
The last time Covenant searched for a president, we looked closer to home
elected by their peers. George Robertson,
Covenant student body president at the
time, was the student representative to the
committee. (Robertson, now a college
trustee, also served on the search commit
committee that selected Dr. Niel B. Nielson.)
Rulon describes the work of the comcom
mittee: "The
“ The group of people [was] all supsup
porting one another. We all treated it as an
God's person. There
opportunity to pick God’s
was a strong sense [that we were] trying to
identify what it is God want[ed] to take

don't you think that they asked you to be
don’t
president because of what you are already
doing, and now what you are doing is com
comAs the college is about to receive a new
pletely different. So why are you doing
president, perhaps it is worth looking four
fourthis?' And it was a wake up call, and so I
this?’
teen years back and seeing what was it like
decided that I would not try to be somesome
when President Frank Brock was about to
wasn't. And that was much easier
thing I wasn’t.
step in.
when I did that."
that.”
In March of 1987, Dr. Martin
In regards to what faculty, staff and students
Essenburg, announced his resignation as
could to
president's adjustment easier,
to make new presidents
the third president of Covenant College, to
Brock notes: "Faculty
“Faculty and the staff need to have
accept an administrative position with
the attitude that they want to make the new prespres
Christian
Christian
ident a success, they
Reformed World
want to make him
Missions.
look good
good. So even
"It
“It was a bit of
if he doesn't
doesn’t know
surprise when he
what to do (and he
>
** * first announced
won't when he first
won’t
it,"
psycholoit,” says psycholo
gets in here), no
gy professor Dr.
matter what he
Mike Rulon. "Yet
“Yet
doesn’t
X
&w > p- >&
. I knows or doesn't
when he stepped
know and no matter
down there was
what he does right
also some aspect to
or wrong, the
say that it is rea
rearesponsibility of all
S jjl
sonable and under
underpeople
peopl~ who work
standable. The colcol
here IS
is to try to
lege was at the end
make him comfortcomfort
of self study and
£11 in the
able, to fill
received accredita
accreditagaps, to show him
tion one more
support People will
time, so it was a
need to be patient
renatural time for re
and to understand
assessment."
assessment.”
and let him make
With the res
resmistakes. And not
ignation effective
to be too critical
in August, the
when he does.
board had to find
Students, on the
^
m
x
r
presian interim presi
other hand, I think
Frank
and
Dottie
Brock
socialize
at
his
inaguration
in
1988.
Photo
from
the
dent.
So the
really
need to try to
trustees met in Tartan.
go out of their way
March and decided
to go up and intro
introto appoint Brock to take the position. At
At. place,
lace, together with the candidates.''
candidates.” As for duce themselves, and invite him to various activactiv
the time, Brock worked as vice-president how
ow did they decide to elect Brock, Rulon ities
ities...
... just to let him get a feel for students. And I
for College Advancement. He got involved says that "Frank
“Frank just emerged as a top cancan think that it is important for him to understand
with the college after leaving his position as didate and the more we looked, the why they came to
to Covenant College, what they
executive vice-president of the Brock stronger he looked. And it turned out to be are learning at Covenant College, what
wnat they want
Candy Company.
a wonderful decision.''
decision.”
to get out of Covenant College. I think it is
In an interview published in winter
"From
“From the day I became president,”
president," important to share their dreams, their hopes, their
1987 issue of the "Covenant
“Covenant Courier",
Courier”, Brock says, "I
“I was doing what I did most of aspirations for themselves and for Covenant."
Covenant”
alumni publication at the time, Brock my life, in... what almost every manager
Rulon agrees. 'We
“We should be the president’
president'ss
explained his reasons for leaving the comcom does: you have to plan, you have to organ
successful. This is a person
organ- ally in making him sucx:=ful.
pany. “I
"I knew that if I had stayed I could ize, you have to exercise leadership, you coming in and
and there is no question in my mind..
mind ..
not have lived with myself unless I have to exercise control of some sort. What [that] mis
this person has prayed long and hard about
responded to what the Lord was telling me. was probably most difficult to me were the coming here.
here..... So if we make an assumption that
Ifl
If I had stayed [at Brock Candy Company] fundamentally philosophical issues. Most this is
do G~s
God’s
~ God’
~•ss person that is happy to
to d'?
it would have been for the wrong reasons - businesses don't
don’t need to worry about somesome work in
m this place,
place; than we need to be behind this
the job itself, security, power, influence. I thing like philosophy of candy making, for person to make this person successful. But the
left to follow Christ. I didn't
didn’t know I would example. But the philosophy of education, person is going to be doing things
different
~ in a di&rent
come to Covenant, I just
just knew I had to it seems to me is critical and I found it very, style than Frank unless we get a done.
clone. And this
leave the company and take that first step. very challenging to do that.”
president is gping
different associations
that."
going to have dillerent
The Lord was saying 'Cut
‘Cut the ties; until
As for the hardest thing about his first and di&rent
different interests. He may start something
you do, you won’t
step.’ I months in the office, Brock says it was "my
won't know the next step.'
“my that we never thought of Whatever that is that
was willing to do whatever necessary. It images of what the president should do and will be the new president's
president’s concern and vision.
was a matter of whether I was going to folfol trying to live up to my own image of what But nevertheless
neverthdess we are used to Frank.,
Frank. .. and we
low the Lord or not. Now I couldn’t
couldn't be that person should do. I felt like all of a need to
to quickly discipline ourselves to
to get behind
more pleased with how God has honored sudden I had to start acting like a presi
person.”
presi- this person."
my decision. I am deeply satisfied with this dent, and I had all these ideas about what
So while some may feel a little bit of uncer
uncerwork and happy to be in His will.”
will."
that meant. It had to do with the way I tainty about the future, it is important to remem
rememAt the same March board meeting, a dress how to return people’s
people's calls, what ber that the college has dealt with similar issues
Search Committee to find a new president meeting to go to, if you go to athletic before and that God remained faithful in providprovid
was established. The committee consisted event, how to dress. Things like that you ing with people whose vision and hard work
of twelve members, including five trustees. normally don’t
don't think about.
made the College the success it is now. And even
Each trustee appointed one person from
“And
saying though the college size, college buildings,
''.And I can remember my wife sayin§
buil~, college
the Chattanooga community, Covenant after few weeks, 'Why
‘W hy are you doing this?
professors or college presidents change, it will, we
College alumni and the PCA. At the same And I said, 'Because
‘Because this is what I think the pray, remain a place where in all things
~ Christ is
time history professor Dr. Louis Voskuil, president should do.'
do.’ And she said, 'Well
‘Well pre-eminent
pre-eminent.
Rulon college staffer Mrs. Pat Monroe were
BY
ANNA
RUSSINOVA
By A
nna R
u s s in o v a

Features writer
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^2Pop Culture
0o Tenenbawns!
Tenenbaums!
BY
B y MATT
M a t t ALLISON
A llis o n

Pop Culture staff writer
The latest product of writing team Owen Wilson and Wes Anderson
is "The
“The Royal Tenenbaums,"
Tenenbaums,” an oddball, endearing movie that pushes
the audience's
audience’s sense of humor outside the Hollywood bubble. The
team's
team’s previous two efforts, the films "Bottle
“Bottle Rocket"
Rocket” and
"Rushmore,"
“Rushmore, ” were beautiful examples of the humor in real
human behavior. The characters in director Wes
Anderson's
Anderson’s first two movies oftentimes seem to be
involved in a joke that none of them got.
This is how I think much of our life really is. If
we stand back from our own lives we often laugh at
what we see ourselves saying and doing. Much of our
lives really are absurd. Wes Anderson's
Anderson’s films capture
this feeling brilliantly.
I laughed a lot during "Tenenbaums."
“Tenenbaums.” Not only
did this movie have the great human quality of .
Anderson's
Anderson’s previous films, but it also had a lot more . ·
punchline humor, making "Tenenbaums"
“Tenenbaums” the most
accessible Anderson film to date. Some die hard fans
of Anderson may not like this, but it is acually one of the
movie's
movie’s strengths for the simple reason that by offering more
accessible humor, you can encourage the audience to see the film on the
deeper levels.
The story of the Tenenbaum family is, as Alec Baldwin notes in the
opening narration, one of "betrayal,
“betrayal, failure and disaster."
disaster.” Royal
Tenenbaum (Gene Hackman) is the father of three children, who, when
grown, are played my Ben Stiller, Gwyneth Paltrow, and Luke Wilson.
All the kids are childhood geniuses: Chas (Stiller) was a financial prodiprodi
gy, Margot (Paltrow) wrote award-winning plays, and Richie (Wilson)
won the Nationals in tennis before the age of 18. Twenty years ago, Royal left this family
after a dispute with his wife Etheline (Angelica Houston) . In the ensuing years, the
Tenenbaum children degenerate from childhood geniuses to adult washouts.
In the present, Royal finds out that Etheline, who he never actually divorced, is being
courted by her accountant, Henry Sherman (Danny Glover). In an effort to maintain his
token patriarchal status, Royal tells them that he has a terminal illness, and moves back into
the family residence. At the same time, for unrelated reasons, all of his adult children also
dysfunc
move back in. The resulting story is a beautiful tale of how this very smart, very dysfunctional family makes amends and learns to love each other again.
Gene Hackman should win an Oscar for his role as Royal, having already won a Golden
Globe for Best Actor. In other films, Hackman can be such a powerful presence on the
screen that it is very easy just to watch Hackman and not his character. But in this film,
film’s entireentire
Hackman melts into the character and portrayed a person that throughout the film's
ty, I saw as Royal Tenenbaum. Other actors are just as solid (rounding out the cast is Bill .
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Wes
W es Anderson and
Owen Wilson
W ilson (left)
revive the obsolete
vernacular of
o f the
truly human
trulyhuman
comedy

. .. '
Murray, as Margot's
Margot’s doting husband, and Owen Wilson, as childhood friend of the family
and critically derided Western fiction writer Eli Cash). Every major cast member in this film
acts as though his or her character is the lead role, none of them being character actors in
their past films. This may not sound like it would not work out that well, but when applied
to a family of geniuses, it turns out beautifully.
There is a lot one could say about the details of this movie, like the fact that there are
no slow fades or other editing tricks in it; one scene cuts directly into another. The only
pauses in the plot are the seconds-long chapter titles - the film is presented as a book. Also,
although the movie clearly takes place in the present, all the characters consistantly wear the
same retro-yet-ageless outfits. The formal introduction of all the characters is particularly
tech
enjoyable; we get to see a seconds long shot on each player in the movie at the outset, a techfan
nique that is highly stylized and quite wonderful. One could go on and on about other fantastic things that Wes Anderson does, but space is unfortunately limited. I will leave this
review with this remark; I have never seen a movie that so made me savor the humor and
“The Royal Tenenbaums."
Tenenbaums.”
the tragedy of human relationships in one stroke as much as "The

Lynch creates another perverse masterpiece
B yT oddW
ilu s o n
BYTODD
WilllSON

Pop Culture writer

Two women or one dream? David Lynch warps
“Mulholland Drive."
Drive.”
reality in "Mulholland

I am incredibly frustrated. Part of me wants to scream out to all
members of the Covenant College community still interested in
excuse for evading
film as an art form and not just a mindless exrnse
“Go see David Lynch's
Lynch’s 'Mulholland
‘Mulholland Drive!"'
Drive!”’ But on
responsibilities, "Go
the other hand, I cannot in good conscience recommend this movie
to a Christian audience, because of its explicit portrayal of lesbian
haven’t worked out in my own mind how
sexual activity. I just haven't
watching this movie could be a God~honoring
God-honoring use of one's
one’s time.
But be that as it may, this is a great film.
“Mulholland Drive,"
Drive,” like many of Lynch's
Lynch’s films, does not have
"Mulholland
a typical linear plot structure. In fact, I pretty much guarantee that
the average person who sees this movie will walk away completely
confused without being able to make sense of a single frame. This is
because Lynch's
Lynch’s films, like many good works of art, are not self..
selfto suggest that good art must transcend
explanatory. I am not trying to
the intelligible. But sometimes art just has to express something
I
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explana
without necessarily carrying the burden of giving an explicit explanation of what it is expressing. This is the case with many Lynch films.
Lynch’s "Lost
“Lost Highway''
Highway” fur
for example, is an expression of a mental
Lynch's
condition known as a psychogenic fugue, but an explanation of this
conditionfilm’s portrayal of the
condition is found nowhere in the film. But the film's
condition, in my opinion, borders on utter genius.
“Mulholland Drive"
Drive”
The important thing to understand about "Mulholland
is that at least two thirds of the film - my interpretation on this is not
authoritative, but I believe it is warranted - is representative of a
authoritarive,
dream. Have you ever dreamed of someone that you know doing
something completely out of character with what they do in real life?
“Mulholland Drive."
Drive.” People and
This is exactly what happens in "Mulholland
vaguely represent reality. Otherwise, they would not be in the
events vagudy
dream. But several things have changed. For instance, one character
character’s mother in the real world but a
in this movie is another character's
hotel manager in the dream. Names are rearranged too. A name seen
waitress’ name tag in a restaurant becomes the name of another
on a waitress'

“Mulholland” on Page 9
Please see
see "Mulholland"
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Coens'
Coens’ barber harbors
dreams of
o f dry cleaning

Crowe captivates
in ''Beautiful
“Beautiftd Mind''
Mind”

By JOSIAH
J o s ia h RoE
R oe
BY

Pop Culture
Pop
G.dture writer

B y MATT
M a tt A
llis o n
BY
ALLISON

Pop Culture staff writer
Following up their nearly pop film "O
“O Brother, Where Art Thou?,"
Thou?,” filmrnaking
filmmaking
brothersJoel and &han
Ethan Oien
Coen have both ddifyand
deftly and dafily
daftly offu-ed
offered up in "The
“The Man Who
Wasn't
Wasn’t There"
There” what is arguably their moo
most intelligent and well crafted film
film to date.
Set in 1940s
ROSI, Califumia,
1940’s Santa Rosa,
California, the movie is a vintage Oien-brothers
Coen-brothers film noir
piece in the vein of"Blood
of“Blood Simple"
Simple” and "Miller's
“Millers Cro&5ing."
Crossing.” Building on the noir-esque
backbone ofJames
ofjames Cains 'The
“The Postman Always Rmg;
RingsTwice,"
Twice,” the Coens infuse the plot
and characters with their own unique bag oftricks, while never letting up with their stunstun
ning black and white cinematography.
Starring Billy Bob Thorton as chain-smoking barber Ed Crane, and Frances
McDonnand
McDormand as Crane's
Crane’s wife Doris, the movie tells the story ofthe troubles that arise out
of Doris'
Doris’ infidelities with the local department store owner Big Dave Brewster (played
by James Gandolfini).
Thorton'.s cbaraaer
boredom His job is pathetic,
Thortons
character is a man with a life of complete boredom.
pathetic.,
and his marriage is the kind
land ofrelaionship that two roommates generate when they both
need to use the same closet spare:
space: completely contractual.
contractual His life is monotone, latenight TV static.,
static, and Thorton brilliantly underplays
undoplays the role.
~
Thing, get complicated when Crane
Qane makes a surprisingly ''bold"
“bold” move to black
blackmail hiswifu's
re::hnologiail breakthrough GU!ed
his wife’s lover fur
forsome money to invest in anew
a new technological
called
''dry
“dry deaning."
cleaning.” As in all good noir things go awry fairly quickly, and Thorton finds his
wife indited fur
for a murder that he rather accidentally committed.
committed Things;
Things get p
progressively
~
worse fur
for Crane and Co. as the movie continues.
The movie, on the other hand,
hand gets p
progressively
better As the Coen
~ better:
G:,en brothers turn
tum
up their penchant for
fur surrealist plot-devices (such as a rant by Big Daves
Dave’s wife ooncemconcern
ing UFOs), Thorton turns up (or is it turns down?) the existential confusion, and what
one could
oould describe
cb:ribe as the perturbed and disembodied stance of Ed Crane.
vane. As his life
lxmmes
lxmme more and more aloof from
becomes more and more chaotic.,
chaotic, Ed Crane become
from the
entire situation, eventually reaching a point ofnearly complete existential cu:atonia.
catatonia. The
movie finally ends (after some bizarre double-entendres) with a stellar monologue by
Thorton.
The G:ien
Coen brothers always make fur
for a wonderful filmgoing ~ence,
experience, and 'The
“The
Man Who Wasn't
Wasn’t There''
There” is no different
clearly not as ~t
lijjit as many of their
dilrerent. Although dearly
past films, its filming and wonderful acting make it obvious why its
it’s on moo
most film crit
critics top ten lists. Dorit
·
Don’t II1Ni
miss it
----------- 1

"A
Mind" is based on a true story
“A Beautiful Mind”
about the life and struggle of mathematical
genius. Ronald Nash
(Russell Crowe), who
spent much of his life an
undiagnosed
schizoschizo
phrenic. The film, the
majority of which is told
from Nash's
Nash’s perspective,
depicts his struggles
with the disease, both
before and after his diag
diagnosis.
I liked this movie a
lot. Sometimes you go
into a movie expecting
nothing and, at the end,
walk out having enjoyed
everything. ''A
“A Beautiful
Mind"
M
ind” was one of those
movies for me, convey
conveying forthright and honhon
est emotions. I can put
my finger .on
on two good
facets of the movie that
appealed to me so much.
The first thing is
Russell Crowe. Whether
or not you liked last Ron Howard, right, gives Russell Crowe some advice on the set
year's
year’s "Gladiator,"
“Gladiator,” you of
o f ''A
“A Beautiful Mind.'?
Mind.”
have to admire the
embodiment of raw masculine strength, indeinde superlative job with ''A
‘A Beautiful Mind."
M ind” It would have
pendent of cliches, that Crowe conveys more than been really easy to rush the pacing in this movie to make
any other actor in Hollywood. He has a history of it shorter and more accessible to a broader audience - but
transforming his characters into real, emotional the movie would not have been nearly so good.
good A huge
beings; the moral turmoil portrayed by Crowe’s
Crowe's strength ofthe film was not only the hiding ofNaslis
ofNash’s con
concharacter in "The
“The Insider"
Insider” is a good example.
dition from
from the audience for as long as possible, but he
In ''A
“A Beautiful M
ind,” Crowe adds another also response to the conflict of emotions afi:er
Mind,"
after the disease
characters; not only does Nash is revealed. You oould
facet to his past characters:
could argue that Howard spends too
agonize over his life, work, and family, something much time pulling tears
tears from
from the audience, but since this
he has done before, he is also in mental turmoil, is a true story, I'm
I’m inclined to think that longer is better.
better:
creating a childlike Crowe that walks alongside
This movie was not an intellectual movie. It
the strong male Crowe that we're
we’re used to. Crowe doesn't
doesn’t reflect any kind of independent spirit like
makes a totally captivating schizophrenic. Too other great movies this year ("Waking
(“Waking Life,”
“The
Life," "The
men Royal Tenenbaums,"
many movies make the mistakes of defining menTenenbaums,” "The
“The Man Who Wasn't
Wasn’t
tally sick characters just along the lines of their There"),
There”), but as a purely Hollywood production,
disease, which is not an accurate or appealing this movie shines. If your looking for a very accesacces
depiction of a character. Crowe is great because he sible and very entertaining movie that says some
gives us the illness and the person.
great things about mental illness, love, and basic
The second great aspect about this movie was the human dignity, Beautiful Mind scores in all of
direction of Ron Howard. Howard is definitely a these categories.
Hollywood product
product. From his early days in television to

“’’M ulholland”from Page 8
"''Mulholland"

brilliant as Ed Craine.
Billy Bob Thorton is btilliant

movies like 'J\pollo
Away," Howard has
“Apollo 13"
13” and "Far
“Far and Away,”
always shown the ability to make entertaining movies. He
has not made exceptionally bad movies, but until now he
also has not really made any great ones, certainly nothing
that had a good shot at an Oscar. But Howard did a

character in the dream. It doesn’
doesn'tt make sense to construct
ronstruct
a linear narrative fur
for this dream. Several events are
rearranged and new imaginary characters are added to
these events. Ultimately this dream does represent somesome
thing
thing, but much is left
lefi: for the viewer to decide with the
clues that he or she has been given. It is true Lynchian
form.
madness in its finest furm.
Aesthetically, the film was as pleasing as any Lynch
Aesthetically;
film I have ever seen, with the exception of my personal
“Dune.” A true Lynchian trademark is his
favorite, "Dune."
colors and lighting that distinguishes
extraordinary use of oolors
his films above others as "art"
“art” in the very literaf
literal sense.
There is a fantastic scene with pink paint that will go
down as the best cinematic use of Billy Ray Cyrus in
movie history. Also present in the film are the standard refref
50’s nostalgia and the eerie jazz
erences to 50's
jaiz music ofAngelo
Badalamenti. Ovcr.ifi
Overall the movie gives as much a full
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Lynchian experience as one can ever hope to achieve.
But alas, I cannot recommend it without significant
reservations. This film has caused me to think deeply
art and how
again about the Christians
Christian's relationship to art
active he can be in viewing perverse material for the sake
of cultural critique. After
Afi:er all, if we as Christians are at all
shouldn’t we be
to be culturally aware in the area of film, shouldn't
seeing the real masterpieces that are being made instead of
movies by John Woo and Jerry Bruckheimer? And don't
don’t
Lynch’s "Mulholland
“Mulholland Drive"
Drive” to be
get me wrong, I believe Lyndis
as much of a masterpiece as the film industry has laid_
laid eyes
on in the past few years. Nevertheless, certain scenes in
don’t
this film border on pornographic,
pornographic., scenes that just don't
seem to me justifiably watchable.
So I guess I am merely saying two things in this
art of
review. David Lynch is a masterful craftsmen
a:afumen in the art
“Mulholland Drive”
that I just wish
film and "Mulholland
Drive'' is proof of that.
he wasn't
wasn’t such a sex maniac
maniac.

aith
&
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School seeks to define that much-debated, oft-skipped 35 minutes before lunch
I

I

BY
B y TODD
T o d d WILLISON
W ilu s o n

F&R editor
In mid-January, one Monday and
Tuesday chapel were dedicated to a discusdiscus
sion on the only other issue as highly concon
troversial as ARAMARK. This is of course,
well, chapel itself.
The Monday chapel was designed to
give Don Graham, Scott Raymond, and
Frank Brock a chance to speak to the stustu
dent body freely about the stated goals of
chapel, and the ways that those goals have
or have not been met. It was stated that the
chapel program is always in need of reevalureevalu
ation and correction, but it was also
acknowledged that the attitudes of students
should be considered as a factor as well.
· So the Tuesday chapel was completely
committed to hearing student's
student’s comments
from the floor. The discussion began with a
prepared written statement by junior Aaron
Mesh, followed by various questions and
comments by students for the rest of the
period. Central to the discussion of
of both
days was the Chapel Purpose Statement that
webcan be found on the Covenant College web
site. The last sentence of this statement
reads, “...the
" ... the college sets aside time to gathgath
er together to be encouraged and challenged ·
in our learning and to offer the fruits of that
learning up to God in worship."
worship.” Don
Graham pointed out that this statement
contains the three goals of the chapel propro
gram: first, fellowship ("to
(“to gather togethtogeth
er"); second, instruction ("to
er”);
(“to be encouraged
and challenged.in
challenged in our learning");
learning”); and third,
praise (to offer the fruits of that learning up
to God in worship”).
worship"). The responses of stustu
dents on Tuesday were for the most part
reactions to these three goals. writ
It could be said that Aaron Mesh’s
Mesh's written statement was a reaction to the second
goal, instruction. The statement was a result
of a committee founded by Mesh that met
for several weeks last fall to discuss possible
improvements in the chapel program. The
committee proposed that chapel should
allow more opportunities for instruction
Covenant’s own faculty. Faculty memmem
from Covenant's
bers could be given chances to lecture on
their specialized fields, bringing attention to
the way that they have personally experiexperi
enced the interaction of faith and learning.
Almost all of the student body agreed with
this proposal by raising their hands. In
response to this proposal, Don Graham has
school’s chapel committee has
said that the school's
“to the faculty asking them to
proposed "to
committee...
establish a committee
... to both select and
procure outside academic speakers and our
community.”
own faculty to address the community."
stimulat
The goal of praising God also stimulated a fair amount of reaction. For many
years, the issue of whether praise/worship
done in the chapel should fall directly under
the authority of the church has been hotly
debated. Should local church elders have a
leadership role in chapel praise/worship as a
formal activity of God’s
God's people, or is
praise/worship done in the chapel merely a
spontaneous, non-formal response to God

that is no different from what Christians
should do everywhere they are? A significant
majority of the student body raised their
hands in agreement that this difficult quesques
tion should be discussed further.
In regards to the .goal
goal of fellowship, it
was suggested that an occasional fellowship
chapel could be instituted so students could
use the opportunity to talk to people they
have very few other chances of seeing during
the day. Most of the student body raised

their hands in agreement to this proposal as
well.
Other student comments were directed
at a more fundamental level, the very nature
of chapel itself. The central question here
was, "Should
“Should chapel be a required event?"
event?” A
few students suggested that since chapel is a
required activity, it is an ontologically differdiffer
ent thing from what it would be if it were
merely an ''opportunity"
“opportunity” for students to felfel
lowship, learn, and praise. If students could
could

have an active choice about their participaparticipa
tion in chapel, perhaps chapel could be
more of a result of Covenant's
vitalCovenant’s spiritual vital
ity rather than something that attempts to
create it. However, despite these thoughts
relatively few students raised their
their. hands
indicating that required attendance is a sigsig
nificant issue.
The two days given to a disissue.The
dis
cussion about chapel were not intended to
produce answers. They were rather an

Please see“Chapel”
see "Chapel" on Page 11
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Chaplain Don Graham ponders
the Christian life at Covenant

B y TODD
T o d d WILLISON
W illis o n
BY

F& R editor
F&R
D onovan Graham
G raham is a man
m an who
Donovan
seem s especially
e s p e c ia lly burdened
b u rd en ed by a
seems
d esire for spiritual
s p ir itu a l vitality
v it a lit y on
desire
C o ven an t’s campus.
cam pus. N
obody should
should
Covenant's
Nobody
w ould mistake
m istake him
him for a man
m an who
or would
sim p ly doesn't
doesn’t care. In a brief
b rie f interin te r
simply
al concon 
view, he shared five person
personal
cerns th
at he has not only
o n ly for the
that
w ay chapel is viewed,
view ed, but also for
for
way
ay that the Christian
C h ristian life as a
the w
way
w h o le is viewed
view ed at C
o v en an t
whole
Covenant
C o llege.
College.
H is first concern was that
th at people
His
people
C ovenant would
w ould have a "growing
“grow ing
at Covenant
u n d erstan d in g of
o f a genuine
gen u in e unity
u n ity of
understanding
m ind and heart."
h e a rt.” He believes we
mind
Page 10

should
consh o u ld
c o n  doesn't
doesn’t sometimes
som etim es unknowingly
u n k n o w in gly get
stantly
s ta n tly
be elevated to the level of an idol,
id o l, and I
challenged
fa irly certain
certain that
th at it too often
ch allen ged by am fairly
well-being."
new
determ ines our sense of w
e ll-b e in g .”
new perspecp ersp ec determines
Graham's
perG raham ’s final
fin al concern is p
er
tives,
tiv es, aasking
sk in g
ourselves,
poignant
m ost p
o ign an t one. It deals
o u rselves, "Is
“Is haps his most
our
expenwith
ith the conception
co n cep tio n of the Gospel
G ospel as
e x p e ri w
w hole. Graham
G raham says, "How
“How many
m any
ence of
o f uunity
n ity a whole.
of mind
th at do not
m in d and people I see and hear that
re ally be able to live as a
h eart
fu ll seem to really
heart
full
ch ild of God. They
T h ey do not existenexisten enough, comcom - child
lly know what
w h at it is to be loved by
tially
p 1 e t e tia
ance,
en o ugh ?”
the Father. We live in a perform
performance,
enough?"
ach ievem en t, success oriented
o rien ted conco n 
G raham ’s secsec achievement,
Graham's
un d erstan d why
w hy that
th at is
ond concern
co n cern text here. I understand
T he problem
problem is the extent
exten t to
th at "there
“there so. The
is that
h ich we as h
um an beings
b ein gs have
which
human
is a great need w
allow ed ourselves to be defined
d efin ed by
know allowed
for us to know
th at. People live under a huge b
u r
how to rest, that.
burth ey are getting
g ettin g straight
straig h t
s t ill, be den, even if they
be still,
fin d that
th at in so many
m any persons I
q u ie t,
be A’s.
A's. I find
quiet,
ta lk to."
to .”
a l o n e . ” talk
P rin ted in this
th is w
eek’s Bagpipe
B agpipe is
G rr a
a h
h a
a m
m
Printed
week's
G
statem en t w
ritten by Graham
G raham
b eliev es that
th a t a short statement
written
believes
th at reflects some
som e of
o f his concerns
m any lives at that
many
s p iritu a lity and the Christian
C h ristian
C ovenant fall into the trap of
of b
ein g about spirituality
Covenant
being
th at influence
in flu en ce his perspective as
“seem in gly defined
d efin ed by a list of
o f things
th in gs life that
"seemingly
ch ap lain . It is suggested
suggested
th ey have to do."
d o .” He says, "We've
“W e’ve our college chaplain.
they
th at these statements
statem en ts
a b ility to re
ally utilize
u tilize the to our readers that
lost the ability
really
ch allen ge us to
L ord’s day. Frenetic
F renetic activity
a c tiv ity characch arac be reflected upon to challenge
Lord's
co n sider ways
w ays the core doctrines
d o ctrin es of
-consider
u s.”
terizes life for us."
h u m ility , servanthood,
G raham ’s third
th ird concern is that
th at grace, peace, humility,
Graham's
atien ce, and love do or
patience,
people at Covenant
C ovenant can fall into
into havhav brokenness, p
u n d erlie and characterize
ch aracterize the
“lack of wonder
w onder at what
w hat we see do not underlie
ing a "lack
w ay we do all things
th in gs at Covenant.
C oven an t. It
th at way
and experience. I am concerned that
th at the student
stud en t
don’t see more of that.
th at. It puzzles is also suggested that
I don't
co n tin u e to express ideas and
me that
th at the things
th in gs we learn do not body continue
o ugh ts about
abo ut chapel by taking
tak in g an
thoughts
o f awe and a th
lead to a greater sense of
activ e involvement
in v o lv em en t in all
a ll future
fu tu re
active
w o rsh ip .”
desire to worship."
forum s. Finally,
F in ally, students
stud en ts should
sh o uld join
jo in
th at "what
“w hat forums.
The fourth concern is that
w ith Graham
G raham and others in prayer
p rayer
people at Covenant
C ovenant w
ould love most with
would
o n ly the chapel program
program but
ein g right."
rig h t.” Graham
G raham says, for not only
in life is b
being
sp iritu a l vitality
v ita lity of
o f our camcam 
“I wonder
w onder if b
ein g right
rig h t about
ab o ut some for the spiritual
"I
being
o sitio n , or interpretation
in terp retatio n pus.
concept, p
position,
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Issues I believe to be o f concern
that deeply affect the spirituality
o f our students
By D o n o v a n L . G raham

College chaplain
At Covenant we are continuously
concerned about the spiritual well being
of our students. I do not know of anyone
who fails to take the responsibility to
seriously assist them in spiritual growth.
However, I think there may be influences
on them that we seldom think to
address. We cannot simply trust that the
“spiritual” activities of campus life and
the church will do all that needs to be
done, and we rightfully object to the sep
aration bf those activities from our aca
demic hfe. However, neither can we
assume that just because we say our aca
demic work is our spiritual service to the
Lord that it actually is spirimai service.
It is much easier to pay lip service to
such an idea than to make it actually
happen. Thus, 1 would like to raise a
sample number of concerns that I think
we seldom face, discuss, or make plans to
confront. These issues present a subde
(and perhaps therefore greater) threat to
the spiritual well being of our students,
and entire community, than what might
ordinarily come to mind. I would be
glad for the college community to create
ways to engage in dialogue over some of
them.
,
1. An educational culture (follow
ing the broader culture) that reduces
students to lab rats whose god is their
belly. The way it all works is that stu
dents figure out the expectations of die
professors, give the right responses, get
their rewards and wait for the next round
o f the game. If the learning experience
and the reward “taste good”, they will
come back for more. If the)' do not like
the taste, they object and refuse to eat
any more of the experience than neces
sary to get the reward,
2. A Christian subculture (again
following the larger culture) which
places a premium upon achievement,
performance, success, bigger and
faster is better, and can only pay lip
service to the reality of brokenness,
, weakness, humility, confession, forgive
ness, and loving one another as sinners.
3. A frame o f operation iu the
world that can best be described as
“do this and you get that.” The Gospel
is reduced to what saves us and has little
or nothing to do with the way we live on
a daily basis. Grace is necessary for our
salvation, but it has little.to do with our

Chapel”from Page 10
Chapel"
attempt to produce the right questions
that need to be addressed this semester as
Graham attempts to improve the program.
His plan right now for how to respond to

sanctification or the way we operate in
our work and relationships.

4. A world (including the
tome, school, and work1where there is little or no room
for quiet, solitude, reflection, and rest.
The approved-of lifestyle is busyness,
s, and muchness, l o be still and
God is merely a verse that is quot
ed ar appropriate times
a lifestyle,’ or even
t of our
lifestyle.

5. A life where the temporal is
viewed and experienced as just that,
there is no sense of the divine presence
in ordinary activity. A life where we
cannot see Christ in other people, where
we cannot know the presence of God in
the kick of a soccer bail, and where the
accomplishment of excellent academic
work is too often an end in itself and
points nowhere beyond itself.
6. On the other hand, an institu
tion where those activities designed
explicidy to invite praise, worship,
thanksgiving, and prayer are often
ignored, resisted, and sometimes even
berated by many members o f the com
munity - sometimes on the basis that
such is not the rightful business of a col
lege; sometimes because it is not as
important as preparing for a class, hold
ing a meeting, or getting the rest of our
work done; sometimes because the home
and church should deal with these
things; sometimes because they are just
viewed as irrelevant to what we are all
about as academicians. When we have
people who would rather debate the
appropriateness of worship in a college
than actually worship, or argue over all
the specific details of what must be
ini luded to call it worship, or who reject
it because the style is not inviting to
them, .ir find a myriad of other reasons
to disengage, we have trouble experienc
ing all the academic (and other) work we
do in any spiritual way.
Though there are more issues, I
expect this Ls enough to give an idea “ f
my concerns. We have streams of influ
ence that run deep in affe*.tmg the spiri
tual well-bv*i ig s.*- out students, and we
are not always as ready to address them
as we are to try to control the external
■'' i >.h.i
_ rwdi! v.qu3U:J v.;:h
spirituality. W ill we try to deal with die
streams that water the soil that grows die
plants, or will we sarisfy ourselves with
keeping; the appearance o f the plants
attractive and not affected bv bad weath
er?

the recent chapel discussion is, in his own
“schedule three separate evening
words, "schedule
forums where a limited number of faculty,
var
staff and students will be asked to give vartime.”
ious ideas followed by interaction time."
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Good God!
A
A story and a confession
BY
MELANIE
B
y M
e l a n i e MURRAY
M u rra y

F&R staff writer
Eutheo.
Euthe~,
God!" in all its
Eutheo, meaning "good
“good God!”
different connotations and intonations, is
the only appropriate alias I could find for a
sixteen year old student from Ridgeland
High School who has just dedicated her life
to Christ. Whether I am to
utter it softly under my
breath as I wonder at the
Holy Spirit's
Spirit’s power to
change hearts, or to
exclaim it in shock minmin
gled with incredulous joy
as I listen to the horrific
stories of the past from
which God is delivering
her, it ~eans
means precisely
what II feel and think. II
could also put a comma
in there and say, "good,
“good,
God!"
God!” as I recognize the
indelible quality of his
parwork in those he loves - par
ticularly Eutheo.
Eutheo came to stay with me for the
weekend of Ja
Jann.... 25-27. We went to
Rembrandt's
Rembrandt’s coffee shop on Friday night
and began to discuss some questions she had
about the existence of God. She was very
brave to ask some of the things she asked,
such as "I
“I really want to believe, but how do
II know God really exists?”
exists?" and "How
“How do II
know God cares?”
cares?" Of course these are
superb questions, but, even with my
Covenant education, I couldn’t
couldn't offer very
satisfying answers.
palised enjoyably and relaxingSaturday passed
ly. Come Saturday night, however, I was
bur
lying in bed and was feeling especially burdened by her questions and uncertainties, so
for her. There were many
I began to pray for
things that I prayed, but one in particular
stood out to me because I rarely ask for
things of the sort. I asked God _to have Jeff,
my pastor, get
ge_t in front of the congregation
at the end of the service the next morning
and say that there was someone present who
· was facing a great deal of emotional pain,
making reference to a particular experience
Eutheo had had some years ago.
At the end of the service the next morn
morning, while the
t...lie worship band was playing,
Jeff got up in front of the congregation and,
“I feel as
with a look of scrutiny, said, "I
though God is wanting to reveal himself to
someone in here who needs emotional healheal
it] ... and someone who
ing for [you guessed it]...and
is having pains in the left side.”
side." Nodding his
head, he then took his seat in the front
again. Eutheo was standing next to me and
her knees gave out; she fell sobbing onto me
me ... that's me.”
me." I thought,
saying, "That's
“That’s me...that’s
“Wow! He did it."
it.” Later I found out that
"Wow!
she had been having pains in her left side for
about a year and that during the service she
had prayed that God would somehow assure
her that he exists. It was the latter part of
what Jeff said that truly assured her of the
reality of what was happening, not what I

asked for Jeff to say. God’s
God's intentions were
clear: he was showing Eutheo that he exists
and that he cares for her.
At the same time God was showing me
powthat "the
“the prayer of a righteous man is pow
effective" and that his Holy Spirit
erful and effective”
still works in supernatural ways. God can
and sometimes does work immediately in
response to our prayers so we can glorify and
to_
enjoy him in response to
his answer. Also, God
works through the nat
natcreural faculties of his cre
ation; he created it, so
of course he uses it as
he created it.
For
some reason, though,
on Sunday he worked
supernaturally beyond
what Jeff could have
known and what I
could have asked. The
Holy Spirit was doing
J><'""•••·
a lot more than just
calling Jeff to speak the
auditowords he spoke; that was simply an audito
ry expression of where God is planning on
Eutheo's life. The Holy Spirit was
going in Eutheo’s
beginning in Eutheo a journey that he will
continue to work out and bring to fruition
over the course of her lifetime.
At some point he’s
he's initiated a similar
chiljourney in each of us who are called his chil
dren. Perhaps our journeys didn’t
didn't start out
Eutheo's has, but we cannot deny
the way Eutheo’s
that he has placed the same Spirit in us as he
has in her and did in Jesus. When we fail to
understand the Spirit, we fall far short from
interacting with our triune God as we are
created to. Within the Reformed tradition
we have a strong foundation for readily
acknowledging, seeking, and imploring
God's Spirit in our daily living. After all, we
God’s
come from the same tradition as people such
as John Calvin, who was dubbed "the
“the the
theologian of the Holy Spi~it,"
Spirit,” in our past. The
same Holy Spirit who is working adamantly
in Eutheo’s
Eutheo's life is also working in our lives.
Even more impressively, the same Spirit
Spirit that
was present with Jesus is working in the lives
of his co-heirs.
Now I have some confessions
confesst~ns to make.
God's presence is imminent
I forget that God’s
through the Holy Spirit. I forget that he is
dynamic, always moving, never dormant,
never boring. I sometimes even forget that
he hears my prayers and cares for
fer me. I
don't mean I forget them cognitively; rather
don’t
I forget them practically in my daily living.
More than just not being conscious of them,
II don’t
don't live with them. This is a sin. I have
now been convicted of this sin and am
ashamed of it, but I am daunted with the
aspect of truly repenting of it even though I
want to. What would it look like to repent
of it? What would it require from me?
Eutheo so far has lost a boyfriend, a best
friend, and the respect of her family; in
ill my loss be
effect, a whole way of life. W
Will
comparable? Will
W ill I resist it if it is?
Eutheo’s
Eutheo's life reflects a good God as she
experiences life with him. I am created to
do the same. So are we all. I myself prayed
prayed
for Eutheo. Perhaps she will pray for me.
Good! ... God! (What does that mean? To
be continued...)
continued... )
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hip?
Time to rethink Christia
Christiann scholars
scholarship?
Al

“We don't
don’t know what success looks like"
like”
"Wt,
By T
om O
k ie
OKIE
TOM
BY

Commentary staff writer
Visiting lecturer Mike Hamilton's
Hamilton’s recent comments
on “The
Scholarship” (see his
"The Elusive Idea of Christian Scholarship"
article by the same title in the Fall 2001 Christian
Scholars Review) have sparked a great deal of thought
and discussion since he appeared in chapel to challenge
our conceptions of Christian academics. Mr. Hamilton
argues that the Christian Scholarship Project (CSP) of
the late twentieth century has suffered from a bias against
scholnarrow, supposedly irrelevant research. Christian schol
ars, as a result, have been confined to a few select areas:
Christianity and religion (e.g. the sociology of relireli
1) Christianity
gion, church history), 2) philosophy of the disciplines,
and 3) specific topics where faith commitments intersect
the discipline (e.g. the question of origins in Biology).
This restrictiveness, Dr. Hamilton contends, is
shortunfortunate for several reasons. First, it is simply short
sighted. Some of the most significant changes in
withAmerican intellectual life could not have occurred with
exam
out very technical, seemingly trivial research. For exam"Silent Spring,"
ple, Dr. Hamilton offers Rachel Carson's
Carson’s “Silent
Spring,”
effeca marshalling of narrow technical scholarship that effec
movement.
tively launched the modern environmentalist movement.
On a related, perhaps more important note, Dr.
Hamilton argues that the way the CSP has been concon
ceived displays a lack of faith on our part. It indicates
overconfidence in our own wisdom, our ability to predict
the eventual outcome of scholarship - a task, suggests Dr.
Hamilton, that ought to be left up to God. By way of
amending and improving the CSP, Dr. Hamilton con
consup
tends that we ought to consider worthy of Christian support any scholarship that increases or enriches our knowlknowl
needn't
of the world. This in itself is enough. We needn’t
edge or
constandy
constantly be harping on how Christian scholarship is
different, Dr. Hamilton suggests, because in many areas,
it is quite simply not.
Also, Dr. Hamilton continues, confining Christian
scholarship to a few areas may deprive some Christians of
their individual callings. It is perfecdy
perfectly legitimate to be
extenHamilton's exten
called to earthworm research, but Dr. Hamilton’s
sive experience - he ran the Pew Evangelical Scholars
Program for ten years - suggests that such a calling would
Dy the Christian community.
not be much encouraged by
Dr. Hamilton proposes an alternative vision in which
scholarship would not be evaluated so much by its
Christian distinctiveness as by the competence it demondemon
strates in showing us something new about the created
world. In this way, he suggests, we leave the outcome in
God’s hands.
God's
Dr. Hamilton is right to point out the foolishness of
evaluating scholarship by demonstrable relevance.
relevance.
Indeed, why should we presume to know what the world
or the church needs from Christian scholars? But Dr.
Hamilton does not explore what his argument implies:
that the way we conceive of success and importance itself
Hamilton's argument, as
runs conter to the gospel. Dr. Hamilton’s
Joel A. Carpenter has pointed out in GSR,
CSR, is basically
pragmatic: the earthworm research is important because
of the role it played in "Silent
“Silent Spring."
Spring.” The significance
of "Silent
“Silent Spring,"
Spring,” however, he leaves unquestioned.
Hamilton's argument - as he
·• The wisdom in Dr. Hamilton’s
would likely agree - is its emphasis on scholarship as serv
service. Scholarship is another way “to
"to work with your own
hands”
evan
4: 11), not the grenade launcher of evanhands" (I Thess. 4:11),
gelicalism’s
gelicalism's assault on contemporary culture. Academia is
not so great a prize that the cnurch’s
church's resources should be
concentrated there.
needn't measure our success by
there. We needn’t
numbers or dramatic stories - although we certainly wel
welcome news of Christian scholars with rejoicing - rather,
we ought to recognize that we don't
don’t know what success
looks like at all. Perhaps, as Covenant professor Dr. Lou
Voskuil has been suggesting for years, success for the
Christian is simply faithfulness in the tasks set before her.
There is a similar problem in the way we think about
the often vague and troubling concepts of vocation or

nas

Its
It's about the
cc
scholar,” not the "ship"
“ship”
"scholar,"

calling. As individuals, we tend to limit what God would
have from us to a few select activities. I’ve
I've thought, for
B
y RYAN
R yan D
a v id s o n
DAVIDSON
BY
insti
instance, that I should be researching at prestigious instiCommentary staff writer
scarce
tutions or writing for widely read publications. I scarcely notice how
h9w worldly values pervade such a notion, that
On Jan. 28-29, Dr. Michael Hamilton of Seattle-Pacific
achievement should be measured by the recognition and
University addressed the campus concerning "The
“The Elusive
acclaim it receives; these worldly values are all to frequent
Concept of Christian Scholarship.”
Scholarship." This is the second time in
in Christian realms. Look at missions advertisements
as many semesters that a visiting lecturer has spoken on this
that assure participants
legacy” or
"leave a legacy''
particiFants that they will “leave
issue, and the second time that it has been suggested that
“make
"make an impact. Listen to inspirational speakers that
Christian scholarship may not be all that much different from
call the next generation ·to conquer the world. To what
secular scholarship, if there is even a difference at all.
do they appeal: self-importance or the glory of God?
In the fall, D.
D . G. Hart recommended the idea that the
transGod calls us to be culture redeemers and world trans
only things that are truly and distinctly Christian are covenanformers, but in ways that may be imperceptible to our
tal matters, i.e. those having to do with the church and family
own eyes. But we'd
we’d rather be superheroes for Christ than
as such.
Dr. Hamilton
his lowly followers, wouldn’t
wouldn't
the
issue from a
approached
we?
slightly less theological stance,
People have · never been
but possibly a more practical one.
very good at predicting how
Also, his congenial attitude
7\lso,
God might use their gifts.
towards the Kuyperian project
pasMoses certainly had a pas
conprobably makes him more con
sion for his people, but when
vincing to many at Covenant
God asked him to go before
Hart's unabashed
College than Hart’s
Israel’s
Israel's elders 'and Pharoah to
criticism of the same.
lead his
people out of slavery,
hisJeople
Hamilton argued that
he could
"I am
coul only protest: “I
the current conception of
not eloquent . . . but I am
Christian scholarship seems to
slow of speech and slow of
have directed the efforts of
tongue”
tongue" (Exodus 3-4). The
Christian academicians in a few
apostle Paul, the great stustu
tightly defined directions: philosphilos
dent of the law, probably
ophy, religion, and the philophilo
never imagined that he
sophical underpinnings of these
would be the one to declare
and other disciplines. He noted
the law ineffectual for salvasalva
that while graduates from
tion.
Indeed,
Paul
Christian
institutions
of higher
iq1tions o(}:ii~~
Christi~n , it;i_st,
denounced success by any
education
educat10n were almost always
other
definition
than
more conversant in the philoso
philosoChrist’s.
"What things were
Christ's. “What
phy
of
their
disciplines
than
in
wrote
he
me,"
gain to me,”
graduates from secular institu
instituPhilippians 3:7, “these
"these I have
tions, the latter in general did
counted loss for Christ.”
Christ."
better quality academic work.
In an increasingly narnar
Also, grant giving organizations
cissistic society, it’s
it's important
generally award funds to propos
proposfor us to remember what
als that are explicit about their
Covenant Bible professor Dr.
Christian commitments, while
Roger Lambert has pointed
they tend to pass over
ov~r fascinating
out: that the skills and apti
aptiand arguably superior research
tudes God has granted us are
projects in other areas. These
things being the case, he suggests
Two VtEws:
not for us. When God called
that the current concept of
Abraham, it was to make him
Christian scholarship may be
THE MIKE HAMIL TON LECTURES
a blessing to the nations, and
inadequate.
this promise is reiterated in
Several suggestions for
the Psalms (Gen. 12:1-3; Ps.
correctives to this problem were
raised, but
~ut I am going to focus
ra!sed,
we~e
96, 98). Many American Christians have been given
on one that was brought out in
d1scuss10n towards the end of
m discussion
educational wealth: it does not belong to them, but is a
Dr. Hamilton’s
Hami.lton's time here. It is this: perhaps the focus of
gift to be distributed. The bounty of the Lord in learnlearn
Christians in academia should not be upon Christian scholar
scholaring is not given for our own intellectual gluttony any
ship, but upon Christian scholars.
more than our agricultural bounty is meant to make us
This distinction has a few advantages that a new definidefini
tion for Christian scholarship does not. First, while the line
obese.
between Christian and non-Christian may at times be hard to
I.:Abri Fellowship in
Wade Bradshaw, a worker at L’Abri
draw - though I would argue that church membership
membership, is
England, has warned against idolizing the important.
enough - no one disputes that there are those that are
Christians, he said, have typically narrowed the list of
Christians and those that are not. The same cannot be said of
"important" ones:
acceptable Christian careers to a few “important”
scholarship. There is debate over whether or not there is a
missionary or pastoral work, medicine, teaching, and
Christian chemistry and a non-Christian chemistry.
maybe one or two others. At an institution of higher
Second, many of the potential distinctives that have been
education, we are wont to expand the list to at feast
least
suggested as hallmarks of Christian scholarship have more to
Tim Kellerites (of Redeemer
include scholars.
do with the manner of life of the scholar than the actual exe
exePresbyterian Church, New York City) might add urban
cution of their discipline. A Christian biochemist might steer
dwellers. The problem, however, is with this notion of
away from experimentation with human embryos, but for etheth
importance itself. Surely no one is insignificant to God,
but neither is anyone indispensable. For us, it seems the
ical not chemical reasons.
Third, seeking after Christian scholars rather than
latter is the greater temptation.
Christian versions of the various academic disciplines disallows
Mike Hamilton would have us discard our short
shortsightedness in the Christian Scholarship Project. Can we
Please see "Hamilton"
“Hamilton” on Page 14
14
also throw off our worldly definitions of success?
Page 12
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Man,'·
Man
Wo01a11,
Woman,
Human
Hu01a11
.

A discussion of
o f gender inclusive
language in academic discouse
BY
B y NIK.I
N ik i ELLIS
E llis

Commentary writer
Language is power. Words have the
ability to destroy, encourage, express,
manipulate, persuade or inform. If we fully
understand the strength of our language, we
should desire to wield it vety
very carefully,
choosing with consideration the way we will
address each audience. Our words can either
work for us or against us, in both speaking
and writing.
Although there may be general campuswide agreement with the above statement,
there is sharp disagreement at Covenant over
the use of gender inclusive language in acaaca
demic discourse. The current convention in
scholarly discourse as proclaimed by both
the .J:1odern
Modern Langua_ge
Language Associ~ti?n
Association and _the
the
~~
American P~FholoRcal
Psychological Assocranon
Association -.requires.
requires
lnnii-1can:
lKFllie
fKe use dfgehder'
<iFgender inHusi've
inclusive language
language for any
published articles or discourse. Examples of
P.Ublished
language include usin§
using
gender inclusive langua~e
"human"
“human” instead of "man'
“man ’ and "he
“he or she'
she ’
“he.” Following these convenconven
instead of "he."
tions of discourse is necessaty
necessary to gain credicredi
gen
bility. As the convention stands, using gender inclusive language in discourse is of the
category as using proper grammar and
same categoty
spelling. A writer must follow these concon

ventions in order to gain
credibility as a thoughtthought
ful and intelligent comcom
municator.
According
to
Biblical studies professors
Ors.
Drs. Roger Lambert and
in a different way. One cannot base aesthet
aesthetDan McDougall, the PCA has no stance
ic pleasure merely on that which is familiar.
against the use of gender inclusive language
Also, the goal of academic discourse is hardhard
in academic discourse, and the Scriptures do
ly aesthetics alone.
not specifically address the idea of gender in
The goal of written scholarly discourse
language.
is communication. In order to be an effec
effecOne argument for older, gender-exclugender-exclu
. tive communicator, every writer must ask
sive forms is that they are traditional. But to
the question "Who
audience?" before
“Who is my audience?”
argue against gender inclusive language on
he or she begins the writing process. The
the basis of tradition is in effect to universaluniversal
goal of answering this question is to address
ize the ever-evolving English language as
one's audience as specifically as possible. In
having a normative form. Whether or not one’s
terms of gender, there are three distinct
words like "man"
“man” and "he"
“he” were ever truly
audiences: all female, mixed company, and
understood to be indicative of both male all male.
lanThe use of gender inclusive lan
and female, it is the case that within the curcur
guage is a call for three specifically different
rent construction of our language, these
ways of addressing each group (women,
words have come to connote a specifically
mixed company, men), instead of only two
male image.
.
(women, men).
It has been argued that gender inclusive
The move toward gender inclusive lan
lanlanguage lacks the flow of simply using "he"
“he”
lan~age
a move toward writing with
guage
is
also
or “man”
'man" and that it makes writing more
awkward and less aesthet(cally
aesthetically pleasing. But more specificity and clarity. When using
aw~rd
“man” to speak of humanity, it can be
"man"
many new things sound awkward to the ear
unclear as to whether the writer is referring
at first, particularly if they have been learned
to men alone or to men and women.

However, the term "man"
“man” is rarely, if ever,
used to refer to a group of only women. No
one writes, "Since
“Since creation, man has nursed
breast," unless the writer is
his babies at his breast,”
willing to risk a laugh.
Because the goal of academic discourse is to
reach an audience, it is obviously best to include all
teach
members of the audience in your discourse, instead
genof distancing any group of them. The use of gen
der inclusive language is not just a mark of consid
consideration fur
for your audience, but can actually make
effu:tive by
your arguments or information more effective
directly reaching a greater number of people.
There is also more clarity as to whom you are
appealing, since male language can be unclear in
tne
the distinctions between a male audience and a
mixed audience. Gender inclusive language makes
maims
your communication clearer, more personal and
more effective.
in
effu::tive. We have too long been lacking :in
our consideration of audience. We must use the
freedom
freedom of our language to be better communica
communicators, reaching out to those who are male and
female, all of whom are human.

Chapel Committee not quantifying spirituality
cation, and ~utual
mutual trust."
trust.” And in the delegation of specific
tasks to different groups, the Chapel committee has been
As a member of the Chapel Committee who was quotquot assigned Tactic 2: "Various
“Various methods of assessment will be
clarifi developed by the Chapel committee to evaluate the current
ed in one of your articles, I would like to offer some clarifications concerning the process of assessing spiritt•al
spiritual vitality climate of spiritual vitality o'n
on campus. These methods
at Covenant College. It is important to understand what should be generally narrative and descriptive rather than
pres quantitative."ln
quantitative.”In light of this, allow me to make the follow
this process is and is not, and what stage it is in at the presfollow·
·
It is my hope that as the larger community of students, ing clarifications:
ent. ft
understands this process,
faculty, and staff better uhderstands
* Meta-assessment: We are not now in the
rocess of assessing spiritual
thfe easier it will be to work together, uniting
the
process
spi~itual vitality at Covenant
ut rather discussing and developing what methmeth
around our agreements and carefully clarifying
but
.around
L ETTER
ods of assessment will be used in the near future.
our differences.
We’re not making progress fast.
We're
·
As part of the college's
colleges Three-Year Plan,
Vito-meter I know I joked about “getting
* Spiritual Vito-meter:
"getting a spiritual
“improve coherence and connections
Strategy II aims to "improve
it,” but seriously, that’
that'ss the
college’s constituent groups and its internal and vito-meter and plugging everyone into it,"
among the college's
external relations."
relations.” Little news to any of us, Covenant's
Covenants concon complete opposite of what we hope to do. Whatever method of
assessment the
die Chapel Commitree
Committee and others in authority decide on,
staff, students, and ~ment
_stituent groups (such as its faculty, sta~
“narrative ~d
and descriptive rather than quantitative.”
quantitative." This
administration; various departments; and discussants on the it will be "narrative
church attendance
Thus, means that we will not use GPAs, percentages of church
Wittenberg door) have not always gotten along. Th~s,
Covenant will or ministry involvement, or any other numerical information derived
Section A says that from 2000-2003, we at Co".enant
from polls.
·
make a concerted, planned, and carefully strategize plan to from
* Means of Grace: This process in no way implies that
“Nurture a climate of genuine spiritual vitality, consistent
"Nurture
Covenant College as an institution can sanctify or measure the sancsanc
with our identity and role as a Christ-centered college, that Covenani:
communi tity of any person working or studying here. The Holy Spirit does
is characterized by godly relationships, effective communiDear Editor,

Page 13

this through the ministry of his word, the sacraments, and Christian
fellowship, overseen by Christ as the Great Shepherd and his local
rellowship,
church elders.
“nurture a climate”
dders. This process does, however, aim to "nurture
climate''
where Christ-like love, growth in grace, and specifically “godly
rela
"godly relationships, effective
effu::tive communication and mutual trust”
trust'' are encour
encouraged.
aged
* An Academic
An Academic
Institution:
As a community
wherein
we acuveInstitution:
As a community
wherein
we actively pursue intense and Christ-centered academic learning, we want to
take a long, hard look at ourselves to see how were doing. Are we
learning and living in manner that is cognizant
cogniz.ant of our unity in Christ
as rellow
fellow members of his body? As learners, are we representing
.Christ well?
Currendy,
Current!~ this issue is primarily being discussed by Covenant’
Covenant'ss
administration. The student forum
furum held
hdd last
fut month, hosted
hosred by the
Student Senate and Chapel Committee,
Commitree, was not an official step
toward a decision but rather an attempt to learn from students. I
believe it was a very productive and informative meeting. I would be
happy to answer questions or clarify any further concerns.
Sincerely,

McLellan
Bill Mclellan
Director of Student Ministries
Member of the Covenant College Chapel Committee
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The log in
i11 our
eye for details
ARK story
Lessons learned from our failures in the ARAM
ARAMARK
B y AARON
A a r o n MESH
M esh
BY
C h ief
Editor in Chief

But I think
th ink the similarities
sim ilarities between our mistakes
m istakes and the
college's
college’s go deeper than this.
Both institutions are focused on broad, if
if obscure,
When
College
W hen work began on this issue almost
alm ost three months visions: Covenant C
ollege to provide a stellar Reformed
ago, the plan was that this space would
Christian
community;
w ould contain a staff education and a unique C
hristian com
m unity; and the
statem ent at right says, "be
“be an excel
editorial commenting
excelcom m enting on our Nov. 26 article, "ARA
“ARA Bagpipe to, as the statement
flunks inspection."
inspection.” The editorial would have admonadm on . lent source of information."
inform ation .” But I fear that both the
ished the ARAMARK corporation for irresponsibility
irresponsibility Bagpipe and the college have a bad tendency to get so
firm ly, rebuked the college for becoming
becom ing caught up in our overarching visions that we fail to be
and, gently but firmly,
w ith grandiose plans for growth that it had faithful in the simple
sim ple tasks. We w
ould rather become the
so concerned with
would
neglected the day-to-day details of running
runn in g a safe and Notre Dame of the PCA than fix the chapel ceilin
g; we
ceiling;
healthy
h ealth y school. The editorial would
w ould have concluded by would
w ould rather expose perceived college corruption than
reminding
rem inding us of our collective duty to glorify God even check spelling.
sm allest things, like clean dishes and killing
k illin g cockcock
T his would
w ould be a good point to say something
som ething appro
in the smallest
This
approroaches.
priately
glorify
p riately pious, like: "Let
“Let us all work to glo
rify God in
It would have been a very nice editorial.
the little things."
would
edifying
th in gs.” But although this w
ould be edifying
O kie makes a similar
sim ilar point w
ith greater pro
But the moment
with
prom om ent Nat Osborn walked
w alked up to me in the (and Tom Okie
Great Hall
lately become discouraged at
H all and said, "there's
“there’s a problem with
w ith the
the story,"
story,” fundity
fu n d ity on page 12), I have lately
pos the possibility
such a piece no longer seemed appropriate, or even posgetting
p ossibility of ever gettin
g the details right.
I know, I know: it
it's
it's about
sible, to write.
w rite. And after two months of working
w orking to corcor
’s not about success; it’s
m istakes, it seems som
ething more personal is in faithfulness. But .there's
there’s a disheartening voice in the back
rect our mistakes,
something
of my mind
complicated.
m ind saying
saying that even faithfulness is com
plicated.
order.
w ith, I as the editor of the Bagpipe owe Even if Nat and I had been 200 times more thorough in
To begin with,
m istakes in covering our research of the ARA story, I fear we still m
ight have
you, the readers, an apology for our mistakes
might
Covenant's
mistakes,
would
C ovenant’s failed food service inspection. By not being made the same m
istakes, and all the same crud would
careful enough with
w ith double-checking facts, I allowed an have hit
h it the same fan. Life is messy, and I have a sneaksneak
article to run painting
ofwhat
p ain tin g a much more dire picture of the ing suspicion that part of
w hat it means to be finite is to
H all than actually
actu ally existed, and I did you a disservdisserv constantly miss or confuse the details. Some things are
Great Hall
it's easy
so small
ice. (For details on our mistakes,
m istakes, please see page 2.)
sm all they can't
can’t be seen, after all. And while
w hile it’s
It's
It’s no comfort
com fort that Nat's
N at’s mistakes
m istakes in coverage were to make snide remarks about fixing the cracking ceilings,
can’t be easy to figure
hether to fix those first, or
figu're out w
whether
honest misunderstandings
m isunderstandings of technical jargon from govgov it can't
c,r get a few new classrooms, or.
ernm ent agencies; we still should have been more clear enlarge the kitchen, or
or.....
ernment
little tim
time.
about what that jargon meant.
m eant. We owe you that. And There are so many
m any details, and so little
e.
distrib 
M y great comfort
com fort in this, however, is th
at we serve a'
although we did take the unprecedented step of distribMy
that
auuting
tin g a special press release detailing
d etailin g our errors, you God who traffics in
in details. I fear this sounds 'like
coplike a cop
ake m
yself feel bet
should expect us to get the story right in the first place. out, a rhetorical trick designed to m
make
myself
betaren’t just an annoyance to you as ter: "Don't
“Don’t worry, God takes care of sm
all things, to
o .”
And my oversights aren't
small
too."
M ark Mountan
M ountan once But I mean much more than this. After all, we serve a
readers. As former Bagpipe editor Mark
“the amount
am ount of God who seems to relish the obscure. He w
rites a book
wrote in a letter to previous editors, "the
writes
work that administrators
adm inistrators a.nd
and college staff must underunder like Leviticus. He appears to fisherm
en and sm
all-tim e
fishermen
small-time
incom plete student journalism
incredi rabbis. He gives us tastes of grace found in details: a cup
take to undo incomplete
journalism is incredio f wine,
w ine, a sprinkling of water, a pastor's
pastor’s raised hands.
ble."
b le.” Our misunderstanding
m isunderstanding caused undue embarrassem barrass of
m ent, stress and concern for college officials and ARAARA
sm allest
ment,
So even as I despair of getting even the smallest
him self in the very sorts of
MARK workers, and for that I am most sorry of all.
things right, God displays himself
m istakes are all the more frustrating to me things I would normally
norm ally miss altogether. And somehow I
These mistakes
com forting in w
ay I can’t
because I believe there really are problems in the Great find this comforting
way
can't quite put into words.
Hall
H all that must be addressed, particularly
p articu larly with
w ith the size of
ay be, the Great Hall
H all
But soothing though this m
may
all, the Bagpipe has missed its
the kitchen. But our failures of accurate, fair reporting kitchen is still too sm
small,
onth, and you have a paper due
have, I fear, obscured rather than revealed these valid deadline by a good m
month,
at’s the w
ay it goes. And I th
in k part of
concerns.
tomorrow. But th
that's
way
think
shouldn’t be too difficult to see the irony here: the growing
grow ing up, of growing in grace, is com
ing to realize that
It shouldn't
coming
failin g to pay proper life is a mess, you can’t
can't solve it, and maybe that is OK.
Bagpipe exposes the college for failing
attention to a crucial detail of student life, but in the
In the meantime,
m eantim e, be sure to use spell check on that
rocess we manage to mangle
m angle the details ourselves, paper. No sense in m
aking more m
istakes than you have
process
making
mistakes
ecom ing guilty
g u ilty of the very sin we claim
claim to be stopping. to.
becoming

“Hamilton” from Page l2
12
"Hamilton"
one to get away with inferior work by calling it Christian. This
is analogous to the contemporary Christian music scene, where
undisputedly inferior artists make it big on the Christian scene
because they are explicit in their intentions, while superior
artists simply producing better but less explicit work are
ignored. Finally, emphasizing people before disciplines seems to
fall more in line with Scriptural concepts of identity. The
Christian’s identity is found in union with Christ, and it is this,
Christian's

not our disciplines, that makes us different from the rest of the
world.
Hamilton’s suggestions seem to be more
In any case, Dr. Hamilton's
palatable than Dr. Hart’s.
Hart's. While Hart suggests that the entire
possi
Christian scholarship project might be ill-conceived and possibly unnecessary, Dr. Hamilton seems to ask if the benefits of the
prob
project can be kept while getting rid of some of its more problematic and troubling philosophical assumptions,
assumptions. But the two
have in common the shared assumption that something is
wrong with Christian scholarship as it currently exists, an
assumption which I, for one, deem valid.
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“In everything set them an example by doing
"In
what is good. In your teaching show integrity,
cannot
seriousness and soundness of speech that cann9t
be condemned, so that those who oppose 1b
you
may be ashamed because they have nothing bad
us."
to say about us.”
- Titus 2:7-8
The Bagpipe is the official student newspaper of
Covenant College. It has been written, edited
and funded completely by students since 1960,
and is designed as an ongoing, practical learning
experience for its staff.
It is the staff’s
staff's goal that the Bagpipe be well writ
written and fair, thoughtful and imaginative - an ·
excellent source of information. We hope that
that
such journalism will spur students to Christ-like .
thought and action. Finally, we hope this paper
“window to the world",
world”, allowing
will be a "window
Covenant students, faculty and administration to
take a closer look at creation - and at our own
backyard.
The Bagpipe welcomes all sorts of assistance in
our efforts through articles, guest columns or letlet
ters to the editors. Letters to the editors must be
signed. Letters and articles should be submitted
to Box 287 or mesh@covenant.edu one week
prior to each publication date. The editors
reserve the right to edit all submissions for clari
clarity, style and space.
The Bagpipe
d oo Covenant College
cl
14049 Scenic Highway
Lookout Mountain, Georgia 30750
(706) 820-1560 ext. 1602
Fax: (706) 820-2165
mesh@covenant.edu
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Jackson provides
boost in tough
hoops campaign

"Cohee"
“Cohee” from Page 7
the life of the missionary!
Ministry
After first arriving in Romania, it seemed
to me that God was working here in a.
a unique
and extraordinary way, and that the seminary
students were spiritual giants who my descendescen
dants would be studying about in textbooks
centuries down the road.
I expected God to somehow be working
here more powerfully or differently than in
America. I serve in Romania the very same
God you serve in America, so why would His
acts be any different? Too often I act like the
theological UPS man, trying to box up the
gospel in nice packages that are all too inadeinade
quate.
The ministries here are going very well,
but they always seem to be on the verge of
falling completely apart, as if they are held
together by the thinnest strand of grace.
Knowing myself to be so needy allows me to
empathize and relate to the street · children
here. I am involved in a soccer ministry and
within minutes of our first outing God
brought about 30 kids to us who have come
every week since, rain or shine.
The Victory Church plant, which meets
in a park in Northwest Bucuresti, is my major

through the regular season to get that far,
finishing 7-22 overall and 5-15 in concon
ference.
Covenant's
Covenant’s men's
men’s basketball team
A bright spot came for them in
closed out their regular season with a 7744- January when senior Calvin Jackson
71 win on Feb. 16 at home against returned from an ACL injury after havhav
Montreat. They were slated to face
ing been out for a year and a half. Since
Tennessee Wesleyan in a play-in game to
determine who advances to the conferconfer his return, he has led the team in scoring
ence tournament. The men struggled in ten of his fifteen games, scoring 28
against the Tornadoes, en
route to the win over the
fourth place team in the
conference. Jackson and
fellow senior Ethan Van
Eck were honored prior
to the game for their four
years of dedication to the
Scots basketball program.
There were individual
accomplishments on the
season, too. Sophomore
Rob Wilton shot 80 perper
cent from the free throw
line, which was fourth in
the conference, and also
had three assists per game
which . was
seventh.
Andrew George finished
ninth in steals per game
with 1.66. Joseph Adams
blocked .83 shots per
game, which was good
enough for ninth on the
list. •■
conference list:
The Scots traveled on
Tuesday
to
Bristol,
Virginia, for their play-in
game against Tennessee
Wesleyan, with whom
they split the season
series. If they defeated
Wesleyan, they would
advance as the eighth seed
to play #3 King, with
whom they also split
Rejected! Joseph Adams blocks a shot with
games, on Thursday.
BY
B
y DAVID
D a v i d PHILLIPS
P h illip s

Sports editor

“Lowe” from Page 16
"Lowe"
have a shot at the record? When did it
first occur to you that you might break
it?
CL: Never in my life did I think
that this would happen. When I came in
my freshman year there was Christy
Clark who was an All -American and was
contending for the record. I never even
thought I would be in that category.
Last semester when I hit my 2000th
point I realized that it could happen. The
ironic thing is that the team that I hit my
2000th point on was the same team that
I broke the record on.
han
BP: How did your teammates hanattentionn focused
dle the record and the attentio_

its people, but for their thoughts and motivamotiva
tions as well.
By way of a solution, Miller hoped to
tion. · Historians Paul Boyer and Stephen
Nissenbaum, in their 1972 book "Salem
“Salem establish greater belief in the concept of unity,
“attributes of the
Possessed,"
Possessed,” note a striking geographical dividivi of positive and negative as "attributes
force.” He would do away with the
sion between the accusers and the accused: same force."
justialmost all the accusers resided in the western, Christian notion of morality because it justi
one’s
more agrarian Salem Village, while the fies the demonization and repression of one's
com enemies.
accused were participants in the more comdoc
But Miller oversimplifies Christian docmercial economy of eastern Salem Village and
simultane
_Salem Town. John Proctor, then, may have trine. The belief that humans are simultanebeen accused because he was a tavern keeper ously made in the image of God and slaves to
and so represented unwanted change. The sin suggests a more humble and nuanced
Miller’s account
reality, not surprisingly, was more complex approach to morality than Miller's
dan
allows. Miller is right to point out the danMiller’s portrayal suggests.
than Miller's
anti-witch
Even if the events in Salem can be gers of diabolism as manifested in anti-witchexplained in terms of order and freedom, ery and anti-communism, but to posit a unity
however, it was a different sort of tension that of good and evil does not get at the center of
affected America in the 1950s. Whereas in the problem. Evil is real; it is also personal.
It’s inside the human heart. Every human
Salem the people reacted in accordance with It's
heart.
To say that evil resides in witches and
beliefs most of them held in earnest, twentitwenti
convinc communists is true - the trouble is with the
eth century Americans needed some convincsome
ing by the government that Communism was corollary that is so often attached: that some“Is the accuser always
a real threat. To paint either situation as a one else is righteous. "Is
now?” John Proctor cries in “The
"The
free holy now?"
straightforward case of order trumping freeCrucible.” Self-righteousness can be a mighty
simplistic. To his credit, Miller goes a Crucible."
dom is simplistic:
intoxicating brew for the folk of this planet.
little deeper.
Covenant’s
“Diabolism.”
Miller
the origins As it turns out, the timing of Covenant's
2) "Diabolism."
Miller
tracestraces
the origins
“The
Crucible”
eminently
of
"The
Crucible"
is
~minently
production
of both scares (1692 and 1950s) to the
America’s war on terter
Christian tradition of polarizing the world. appropriate. In light of America's
“Ours
empire,” he writes in his rorism, we would do well to remember once
"Ours is a divided empire,"
“in which certain again the twin perils of demonization and
commentary to the play, "in
Bush’s admoniadmoni
ideas and emotions and actions are of God, self-righteousness. President Bush's
Lucifer.” The peo
peo- tion in his recent State of the Union address
and their opposites are of Lucifer."
“evil is real"
real” is right, but it is necessary
ple of Salem, believing that the spirit world that "evil
around them was hostile, were vulnerable to also to recognize that we are really evil, just as
hysteric terror. The Devil, Miller argues, was capable, in our own ways, of truly heartless
So while Miller’s
Miller's portrayal
a weapon to keep people obedient. F oo r r violence. ·
distort
Miller, this was no less true in the 1950s, only of seventeenth century Salem may be distortthis time the Devil was Communist ideology. ed by his own political views and religious
“A political policy is equated with moral biases, it raises important questions about the
"A
right,” he wrote, "and
“and opposition to it with nature of evil in society. We are fortunate to
right,"
malevolence.” The government, be able to consider these questions in the
diabolical malevolence."
drama.
“the scourge of form of durn good drama.
instead of arbiter, became "the
God,”
responsible
not
only
for
the
actions
of
God,"

"Crucible"
“Crucible” from Page 7

authority. Photo by Craig Bosma.

W hat about your coach? Did
on you? What
·
you revel in it?
CL: The thing that meant the most
to me during all of this was how my team
reacted. They were so happy for me. I got
a picture from someone of the entire
team hugging me after I made the final
basket, when I saw it for the first time I
almost started crying. My team has been
in full support and I KNOW FOR A
FACT THAT NONE OF THIS
W ITH
COULD HAVE HAPPENED WITHOUT THEM. I do really think this is
not something I accomplished, but
rather what the team accomplished.
They are incredible, and I love being a
part of this team.

task and my biggest concern. It's
It’s been getting
colder, and consequently there are less people
in the park when we meet there each
Saturday. We are praying that we would be
able to make the transition from the park to a
house Bible study before it gets much colder.
Besides soccer and Victory Church, I'm
I’m
normally very busy teaching English, taking
turns leading devotions or preaching for the
students and the kids, studying Romanian,
and helping with the University ministries.
The children's
children’s ministry at Zion church
has been going well. Even though I only speak
a little Romanian so far, the kids have deciddecid
ed that I’m
I'm safe, and they mob me every week
- especially the boys, who never grow tired of
wrestling. They are adorable. I spent two days
outside of Bucuresti this month. I went to a
small town in the Carpathian mountains,
where I spent most of the weekend mountain
climbing, visiting a castle and a monastery,
and enjoying some unique foods, such as frog
legs, bear sausage, and wild boar meat (which
actually tasted good!)
There are so many ministries to be
involved in that it is quite possible to mistake
serving with actually having a growing relarela
tionship with God, so pray that I would
always keep Him first.
Remember that Christ is all that we have
to cling to.
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Lady Scots
Scots• soar
soar
to 22
22 wins
to
Team finishes second in AAC with loss to Brevard
BY
B y DAVID
D a v id PHILLIPS
P h illip s

Sports editor
With
W ith their dramatic 74-70 win over
Montreat on Feb. 16, the Lady Scots secured
their best season finish in school history at 228. They had done this well just once before,
winning 22 games during the 1991-92 season.
The
The downside to all this is if they had beaten
Brevard on Friday night, they would have
assured themselves of an automatic birth to the
NAIA national tournament for the first time
since the '96-'97
‘96-’97 season, when they won 21
games.
The Ladies instead settled for a tie for first
in the MC,
AAC, with the official title going to
Brevard, since they swept the season series from
the Lady Scots this year. The ladies still had a
chance to make the NAIA's
NAIA’s if they either win
the conference tournament, or they finish secsec
ond in it to Brevard.

win
Junior Abby Reed defends in a wm
College. Photo by Craig Bosma.

The Brevard game was a heartbreaker.
Covenant took a one-point lead with less than
a minute and a half to play, but Brevard
answered immediately. The Lady Scots then
had five more chances to tie or go ahead but
ultimately didn't
didn’t convert, thereby relinquishing
the conference crown to the Lady Tornadoes.
Foul trouble for the Lady Scots probably
decided the game. With over eleven minutes to
play, two of the top five leading scorers, Laura
Starsoneck and tlair
limClair Lowe, had four fouls, lim
iting their effectiveness for the rest of the game.
Starsoneck would foul out with within three
minutes. Lowe would finish, but the Lady
Scots could not hold off Brevard over the final
seven minutes and lost 68-72.
The duo would bounce back the next
night, scoring 35 points combined, to lead
their team to a 774-70
4-70 wiri,
win, in a game ironically
reminiscent of the way they had lost the previ
previous night. Covenant saw a six- point lead over
Montreat at 11:26
:26 to
go diminish to one
point with under 30
seconds.
Montreat
was forced to foul
Abby Reed at that
time, and she sank a
free throw to give the
Lady Scots a two
point lead. Kristyn
Borger would tack on
two more free shots
with only seconds
remaining, sealing the
win.
wm.
The
Ladies
advanced to play the
of
the
winner
M illigan (7th seed)
Milligan
and UVA-Wise (10)
play-in game in the
AAC
tournament.
The Scots swept both
teams during the reg
regular season, winning
all four games by at
least seven points. If
they won that game,
they would face the
winner of the Bryan/
(Bluefield/Alice
(Bluefield/Alice
Lloyd) game and then
advance to conference
finals.
The team finished
regular season
the n:;gular
35th in the
ranked 35th
NAIA national rank
rankings.
against Alice Lloyd ings.
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Clair Lowe was honored after the Lady Scots'
Scots’ last game of
o f the regular ·
·season. Photo courtesy ooff thechattanoogan.com.

Lowe breaks
Covenant’s
Covenant's
points record
BY
DAVID
By D
a v i d PHILLIPS
P h illip s

Sports editor
Senior Clair Lowe recently became
the Lady Scots basketball team's
team’s all-time
leading scorer. She broke Ann
Montgomery’s
Montgomery's old record of 2,386
2,386
points, scoring her 2,387th point in a
Jan. 31 win over UVA-Wise.
Lowe set the record in the second
half on her 26th point of the night. The
game was paused briefly to acknowledge
Lowe’s
pre
Lowe's feat. Coach Tami Smialek presented her with flowers as her team
teammates and fans applauded. Lowe scored
30 points in the win over UVA-Wise.
A few days after she set the record,
the Bagpipe asked Lowe for her
thoughts in this interview.
Bagpipe: First of all, congratula
congratulations on becoming the Lady Scots alltime scoring leader in basketball. What
meant more, the record or the win?
Clair Lowe: I wanted the win more
than I did the record; this season our
team has an amazing chance to go to
nationals, and if we had not won our
chances would have decreased tremen
tremendously. I knew that if the Lord wanted
me to get the record it would happen in
His timing, and I did not have to worry

about it.
BP: I read an article saying you
might have been nervous once you had
tied the record and that may have
caused you to miss a few shots. Were
you? How did the record affect your
play that evening and throughout the
season? How will it affect your play for
the remainder of the season?
CL: Before the game I was nervous
about the game but not the record.
After being beat last year by a last place
team (Bryan, who took us out of the
playoffs), I get really nervous when we
play teams in last place. During the
game I did not think about it until I had
one point left. I would never had gotten
the record if that is what I was focused
on. I knew all I needed to concentrate
on was playing hard and the rest would
come in due time. M
Myy hands started
shaking when I had one point to go.
And every shot I missed the entire
crowd went "ahhh".
“ahhh”.
Myy games have not been affected,
M
and I do not plan for them to be. It was
just another stepping stone.
BP: Did you ever imagine you’d
you'd

Please "Lowe"
“Lowe” on Page 15

